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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
++ Antarctic COOLING past six years...
NEW 'CONSENSUS': 97% Of Americans Aren't Worried About 'Global Warming'...
State Democrats Rise in Opposition to Obama’s Climate Change Agenda...
World facing 'grave environmental crisis', Pope warns...
California freeze: -11° in Sierra amid snow and ice...
Decade long ice age predicted as sun 'hibernates'...
Hollande slams 'scandalous' Paris climate protest clashes...
FLASHBACK: Temp data fiddling 'biggest science scandal ever'...
As was reported in late October, the U.S. government placed illegal gag orders on the
National Weather Service, NOAA and the U.S. Department of Commerce, exposed by
Dane Wigington at Geoengineering Watch.
The power structure is beginning to panic as the public wakes up to the criminal
climate engineering insanity. The growing police state is completely out of
control and becoming unimaginably blatant with their actions.
Bill Hopkins, the executive vice president for the National Weather Service employees
organization (NWSEO) said this: “As a taxpayer, I find it highly disturbing that a
government agency continues to push gag orders to hide how they operate. This is the
work of the American government, owned by the American public, and should be open
to the American public.
WORLD LEADERS GATHER TO 'SAVE THE WORLD'

Almost 150 heads of state, including David Cameron, Barack Obama and Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, are heading to Paris for the start of the most important
environmental meeting for decades.
Ahead of the summit, more than 175 countries have postponed pledges (known as
intended nationally determined contributions, or INDCs) to cut their carbon emissions
which, if enacted, would be enough to limit global warming to 2.7C. But the United
Nations has pledged to limit climate change to 2C and would much prefer it to be 1.5C.
This means there is much work to be done in Paris.
 Paris climate change activists placed under house arrest At least 24
climate change activists have been put under house arrest by French
police. They are accused of defying a ban on organising protests during
next week's 2015 UN Climate Change Conference in Paris.
This report reads: Silencing Truth In America And Across The World - It Is Not
Just Alternative Media They Are Trying To Silence, It Is TRUTH Itself: American
journalists are censored, threatened on college campuses and images pertaining
to "crybullies" are blocked from Facebook, while reporters in Turkey are arrested
and lawyers assassinated, and in France Alternative News websites are being
shut down and Green activists are being placed under house arrest. In Canada a
man who has worked tirelessly and relentlessly to expose the damage done by
the Fukushima nuclear reactor meltdowns and the subsequent cover-up of said
damage was arrested, then gagged, had his video evidence deleted by YouTube,
while Facebook censorship against conservatives continues unabated.
From one end of the globe to the other, physically, and virtually on the Internet,
truth is being silenced.
Paris Attack Expected to Make Climate Deal “More Likely”--Disproven
anthropogenic climate change theory supposedly drives IS
Kurt Nimmo | Infowars.com - November 29, 2015
The UN is pulling out all the stops. The 2009 conference held in Copenhagen came
close to codifying the warmist agenda, but failed. This year nearly 150 heads of
government will meet in Paris with the recent attacks as a backdrop.
The BBC reports:
While many leaders including Presidents Obama and Xi Jinping were always set to
attend this conference, the recent violent attacks in Paris have encouraged others to
come in an expression of solidarity with the French people.
Unlike at Copenhagen, the French organizers are bringing the leaders in at the start of
the conference rather than waiting for them to come in at the end, a tactic which failed
spectacularly in the Danish capital…
Delegates are in little doubt that the shadow cast over the city by the attacks will
enhance the chances of agreement.
According to Tom Burke, former UK government adviser on climate change and now
chairman of environmental think tank E3G, the leaders will insist climate change
spawns terrorism.
This E3G produced a report in 2013 that claimed “climate change and resource
scarcity” were prime motivators for the Arab Spring. Obviously terrorism in Syria

has nothing to do with supposed climate change. The Syrian “civil war” was
manufactured in the West to overthrow the government of Bashar al-Assad. The
introduction of foreign jihadists and the Islamic State by the United States, the
Gulf Emirates and Turkey has more to do with instability (Ordo Ab Chao) than the
“threat multipler” (as the Pentagon calls climate change) of weather.
Play to 1:22: https://youtu.be/jka2XUmPaAE?t=12s
http://www.infowars.com/paris-attack-expected-to-make-climate-deal-more-likely/
Planned Parenthood shooter not fitting left's stereotype--Robert Lewis Dear
registered to vote as 'female,' previously charged as Peeping Tom
image: http://www.wnd.com/files/2015/11/robert_lewis_dear.jpg
Robert Lewis Dear
Throughout Friday’s six-hour
armed standoff at the Colorado
Springs Planned Parenthood
facility that left three dead and nine
wounded, social media feasted on
the fact the gunman was described
as a white man, as WND reported.
It didn’t take long for that meager
piece of information to morph into “Christian,” “pro-lifer,” and “Republican,”
even though authorities had not then — or even yet — released any information
about the gunman’s motive.
So far, Robert Lewis Dear, 57, of Hartsel, Colorado, is disappointing those who
tried to stereotype pro-life Christians as terrorists.
No evidence of Dear’s involvement with pro life groups has surfaced. Pro-life groups
denounced the shooting and indicated they had neither interacted with, or ever heard of
him.
Read the tested and proven strategies to defeat the abortion cartel, in “Abortion
Free: Your Manual for Building a Pro-Life America One Community at a Time.”
As it turns out, Dear’s not even a Republican — he’s registered to vote in Park
County, Colorado, as unaffiliated. And as a female!
image:
http://www.wnd.com/files/2015/11/robert_lewis_dear_voter_registration.jpg

Voter registration information posted by Gateway Pundit gives Dear’s address
and notes, “Her voting status is: Active. She is unaffiliated.”

A criminal-record check by Independent Journal revealed past arrests in South
Carolina for “cruelty to animals,” for being a “peeping tom” and two traffic
offenses, all more than 10 years ago.
http://www.wnd.com/2015/11/planned-parenthood-shooter-not-fitting-leftsstereotype/#9tyDopQoW9l5hi0o.99
Colorado Planned Parenthood shooting: Five astonishing things the mainstream
media isn't reporting (that everyone should know)
by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, (NaturalNews) In the aftermath of the
Colorado Springs Planned Parenthood shooting, the mainstream media is -predictably -- functioning as nothing more than the propaganda arm of the
Obama administration.
It’s no surprise the Obama administration is already using the latest shooting
tragedy at a Planned Parenthood in Colorado to promote the anti-gun agenda.
In a statement released today, Obama scorned what he called the “easy accessibility
of weapons of war on our streets,” all the while admitting that the gunman’s motive is
still unknown.
"This is not normal. We can’t let it become normal." —@POTUS on the shooting
in Colorado pic.twitter.com/BfUkqdLyY8
— The White House (@WhiteHouse) November 28, 2015

Axe @axe2grynd 21h21 hours ago
@MemphisGrits @WhiteHouse @POTUS still waiting on Obama’s thoughts about
the pregnant pastors wife being raped and brutally killed by blacks.
Comment: Selective Outrage

Denise Wendel @MemphisGrits 20h20 hours ago
@axe2grynd @WhiteHouse @POTUS Still nothing on Kate Steinle, killed by
illegal, either, doesn't fit the narrative.

Axe @axe2grynd 20h20 hours ago
@MemphisGrits @WhiteHouse @POTUS doesn't matter, they were all killed as a
result of #climatechange haha
“The last thing Americans should have to do, over the holidays or any day, is
comfort the families of people killed by gun violence,” a statement from the
President read. Comment: Yet Obama creates and promotes gun free zones
where these killing zones can flourish.
“This is not normal. We can’t let it become normal. If we truly care about this – if we’re
going to offer up our thoughts and prayers again, for God knows how many times, with
a truly clean conscience – then we have to do something about the easy

accessibility of weapons of war on our streets to people who have no business
wielding them. Period. Enough is enough.”
In addition to twisting the reporting on the story in an attempt to blame all gun
owners for the actions of one lunatic, the media is deliberately censoring critical
parts of this story in order to mislead the public.
Some things you haven't been told by the mainstream media
• Did you know that the shooter self-identified as a female in his voter
registration?
• Did you know this shooter was NOT active in any pro-life activities?
• Were you aware that in addition to butchering early & midterm babies in the
womb without any mercy; Planned Parenthood also commits violence every day
against nearly-born children by killing them during "partial birth abortions" & also
harvest their organs. (Do you know which other country is famous for harvesting
human organs for resale? It's Communist China...)
• Also most firearms owners support local law enforcement and don't "hate" cops
or wish to shoot them?
• Did you know that you are more likely to be struck by lightning than killed in a
mass shooting in America?
• Were you aware that "gun control" really means a gun monopoly in the hands of
the government while disarming law-abiding citizens?
• Did you know there have already been 2,700 shootings this year in Chicago, one
of the most tightly gun-controlled cities in America?
http://www.naturalnews.com/z052134_Planned_Parenthood_shooting_Colorado_
Springs_gun_control.html
CHAOS On All Levels As Islamic Generated Genocide Hits America! Arming The
Enemy As Obama Vows Millions More 'Refugees' During His Last Year
By Susan Duclos - All News PipeLine
With Barack Obama once again vowing to welcome "millions" of refugees as long as he
is president, just as new warnings from Greece emerge stating it is "nearly impossible"
to find Jihadists among those refugees, we see the FBI taking threats against WWE
Survivor Series event in Atlanta on Sunday seriously.
Not that one specific threat warning matters with multiple targets on ISIS’s hit list
within the U.S., but Obama's open door policy is looking more and more like a
deliberate attempt to destroy America.
France remains on high alert, Brussels is reportedly on "lockdown" and has raised their
national threat level fearing a Paris-like attack "based on quite precise information about
the risk of an attack like the one that happened in Paris ... where several individuals with
arms and explosives launch actions, perhaps even in several places at the same time."
With this map showing how many states already have large enclaves of Muslim
refugees within the U.S. and knowing the Jihadists have infiltrated the those fleeing
Syria and other countries, as evidenced once again by more "Syrians" caught in
Honduras with "fake passports," it makes the interview shown below, highlighted by
Zero Hedge, all the more important for everyone to see.
When a conservative warns Barack Obama's Syrian policy is illegal it is waved away as
simple "politics." When Alternative News websites warn that World War III is on the

doorstep, might have already started, they are called "conspiracy theorists."
One has to wonder what those same critics think when a member of Obama's own
party, a U.S. Congresswoman, takes the national
stage and states outright that the Obama
administration and the CIA are conducting an
"illegal" war against Bashar Assad in Syria, & are
arming the "actual enemies of the United States"
and also asserts that Obama's illegal actions are
setting us all up for a "direct head-to-head conflict
with Russia."
The House Democrat is Representative Tulsi
Gabbard, who joined with Republican
Represenative Austin Scott on Friday to introduce
legislation to end the "illegal" war to overthrow Assad, as reported by the Associated
Press, but the interview (which went largely ignored) occurred on CNN last month
& is being highlighted on Zero Hedge as they point out Gabbard "fully grasps the
big picture."
Gabbard provides 10 reasons the U.S. must end its war to overthrow the Syrian
government of Assad on her Congressional website.
Breaking:
* 14,000 Potential Terrorists Go Missing As Reports Come In US Veterans Are Being
Disarmed - Map Shows Islamic Terrorist Network In America
* Obama Gives $500 Million More To Arm And Train 'Syrian Rebels' - What Could You
Do With Just One Million Dollars?
We also see reports being highlighted about the "first majority-Muslim city of the U.S."
and how the majority of Americans now feel like "a stranger in their own country," and
we have to wonder if Americans even realize we are following in the footsteps of Europe
as we watch the Muslim endgame play out right before our very eyes.
Every person in America, especially those refusing to see what happening, needs to
watch the video below titled "The Endgame - Genocide Documentary" because what
has already happened in Europe is happening in the United States right now, this very
second, and it is only going to get worse as Obama vows to allow "millions" more
refugess into our nation during his last year as president."
I have said it before and will say it again... Barack Obama is arming our own
executioners and then bringing them into America.
http://allnewspipeline.com/Congresswoman_Warns_Head_To_Head_Conflict.php
++ Current Headlines Read:
TURKEY DOWNS RUSSIAN WARPLANE
Caution Language: Russian Jet Shoot Down: What They’re Not Telling You
Turkey is defending its ally - the Islamic State ISIS -- It is the first time that a
NATO fighter has downed a Russian combat aircraft since the start of the Cold
War nearly 70 years ago
Russian Rescue Helicopter Then Shot Down By US Backed Terrorists! Billions
May Soon Die In Nuclear World War 3! Matt Drudge Tweets: America Arming ISIS!
There Is No Pulling Back Now!

New video of dead Russian Su-24 pilot surrounded by gleeful armed Muslim
devils emerges
Breaking War Escalation| Vladimir Putin Closed Turkish Embassy
PUTIN RAGES: Stab in our back...
NATO to serve Islamic State?
Terror Group Publicly Humiliates Obama By Thanking U.S. Backed Syrian Rebels
For American Weapons - MSM Silent
Flashback: Turkey’s Prime Minister Caught Arming ISIS
Putin warns of serious consequences...
RUSSIA DEPLOYS MISSILE CRUISER OFF SYRIA COAST...ORDERED TO
DESTROY ANY TARGET POSING DANGER...
WORLDWIDE TRAVEL ALERT FOR AMERICANS "Current information suggests
that ISIL, al-Qa’ida, Boko Haram, and other terrorist groups continue to plan
terrorist attacks in multiple regions," a statement from the US State Department
read. "These attacks may employ a wide variety of tactics, using conventional
and non-conventional weapons and targeting both official and private interests."
3,000 Islamic Extremists Are Waiting For Right Moment To Attack As ISIS
Promises To Shake Our Existence To The Core
Video: Muslim Invaders being snuck into U.S. on UPS flights under cover of
darkness?: 'UPS people! This is no lie. We caught them red-handed sneaking
people in.'
ISIS Threatens to ‘..Blow up the White House..’ in Latest Video Release
UPDATE: OBAMA GAVE ISIS 45 MIN WARNING BEFORE BOMBING THEM...
Washington DC Police Chief Urges Citizens to Fight Back Against Paris-Style
Attackers
Americans With AR-15’s and AK-47’s Surround Texas Mosque… Send Stern
Message to Muslims
Islamic State Hides Bombs in Children's Dolls
Credible Intel: Impending Attacks By ISIS In America - King Abdullah Warns Of
World War III Within Islam
Islamic Scholar Outlines Islam’s Intentions for America (Video)
'We Are Coming': Pro-ISIS Messages Found On Ohio College Campus...
U.S. Terror Alert: Weapons Stolen From Massachusetts Army Base and Hundreds
of Security Badges Stolen From Atlanta Airport
OFFICIAL REPORT: Multiple Shots Fired at Mosque in Connecticut U.S.
The States And Cities Where Unvetted "Refugees" (Including Terrorists)--Will Be
Placed By Obama’s Team As Of Nov 20, 2015
Refugees only required to voluntarily ‘check in’ with State Department after
entering U.S.
In first majority-Muslim U.S. city: Culture shock...
The Truth About Islam The problem isn't "radical Islam," the problem is just Islam
Take Your Child Out Of Public School Now! Radical Islamic Indoctrination Of The
Children Of America Has Begun
ISIS PURSUING CHEMICAL WEAPONS
8 SYRIANS CAUGHT AT TEXAS BORDER...

PAPER: 150 on flight from Mexico allowed to skip customs, leave JFK airport...
BORDER BRIGADE: VETS PATROLLING FOR TERRORISTS...
Record surge of illegals in October...
New fed guidelines quietly changing immigration enforcement...
UPDATE: 47 House Dems 'Defy Obama', Vote to Halt...
Media Cheer President's Refugee Plan...
SYRIAN COMMUNITY LEADER: ISIS ALREADY IN USA...
Refugees CANNOT be vetted...
Coming for years, 'already at work'...
Six Men from Pakistan, Afghanistan Busted Entering AZ...
Obama shielding more than 80% of illegals from deportation...
U.S. identified Paris attackers six months ago and predicted terror plot, so why
didn’t they stop it?
House GOP Caucus Chairman says: 'ACTIVATE NATIONAL GUARD TO STOP
REFUGEES'
Speaker Ryan says: No 'religious test' for vetting these potential Muslim
Terrorists...
POLL: Most Americans Oppose Resettlement...
Russian airstrikes destroy 472 Muslim terrorist targets in Syria in 48 hours, 1,000
oil tankers in 5 days
Muslim Terroist gunmen shouted 'Allahu Akbar' as they stormed Mali hotel...
Just 30 Muslims in the City of Paris out of 224,000 Turn up to Protest Massacre...
French President to Welcome 30,000 New Arrivals...
MUSLIM BACKLASH GROWS...
Germany: Proposed law would allow government to enter private property and
plan for "accommodation of refugees"
Video: Turkey fans boo moment of silence for Paris attacks, then chant 'Allahu
Akbar'...
Syrian 'Refugee' Already MISSING IN LOUISIANA...
Resettlement group admits: We don't track them...
WHITE HOUSE WON'T TELL GOVS WHERE SENDING REFUGEES...
UN DEMANDS: TAKE THEM IN!
32 Killed in Nigeria in Suspected Muslim Boko Haram Attack The Islamic State's
West African affiliate Boko Haram is thought to be behind the first attack in three
weeks in Nigeria.
The Endgame - Full White Genocide documentary
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMfk5UeGw4E
++ Diversity is a codeword for white genocide
Play to 4:08: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Sm4GhnAjWM
Study: Mixed-race people have identity problems & have the greatest risk of
suffering from mental health problems

A British report has found that mixed-race people have the greatest risk of suffering
from mental health problems, in many cases because they are unhappy being mixed,
and instead preferring to associate with one of their parent’s races.
Many Black and White mixed-race people prefer to call themselves “Black”, for example
Barrack Obama, and find it depressing to consider themselves mixed.
The report called ‘Mixed Experiences – growing up mixed race: mental health and
wellbeing‘ collected information from many different studies, along with interviews from
mixed-race people talking about their experiences as children.
Co-author Dinah Morley was said there was a lack of understanding over what it
meant to be mixed race.
“I was surprised at how much racism, from black and white people, had come
their way,” Morley said, “A lot of children were seen as black when they might be
being raised by a white single parent and had no understanding of the black
culture. The default position for a child of mixed race is that they are black.”
Morley said the most occurring experience was that they were “too white to be
black, too black to be white“.
Anti-Whites are not concerned with the mental health of White people, or even
non-White people. All anti-Whites are care about is their idea of getting rid of
race. Only in White countries this idea of theirs is forced, and amounts to a
genocide against White people.
Genocide does not have to be violent. On the contrary, genocide is basically defined
as purposely getting rid of a group.
So when predominately White countries are forced to have their borders opened
to a massive, non-White, third world immigration (despite public disapproval) it
still shoved down their throats. Millions of non-Whites are needed to pour into
White countries because how can White people be mixed out of existence
otherwise?
TheGuardian.com
Black Pastor - Speaks the truth about White geNOcide!
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z7kn3vXRENg
++ Federal statistics and studies show that blacks are 39 times more likely to
commit a violent crime against whites than whites committing violent crimes
against blacks. Oprah Winfrey recently said that racism will not disappear until
older white Americans die. But what she did not mention is the inescapable fact
that racism is alive and well in the minds of many black Americans. So
predominate is this hatred many blacks are convinced other blacks are racist. In a
recent Rasmussen poll, 31% think most blacks are racist.
“I hate white people,” said LeShawn Marten, a black man who attacked an older
white man in New York’s Union Square, knocking him into a coma that ultimately
resulted in his death. Not a word about the racist nature of the attack from
Sharpton, Jackson or Winfrey. Even the establishment media is reluctant to
characterize the attack as racist.
Police Kill More Whites Than Blacks, But Minority Deaths Generate More Outrage

<<<< 22 April 2015 Nobel Prize-winning
novelist Toni Morrison says she wants to
see an officer shoot an unarmed white
teenager in the back before agreeing that
the “conversation about race” is over, but
she almost certainly already has
received her wish.
An analysis released last week shows
that more white people died at the hands
of law enforcement than those of any
other race in the last two years, even as the Justice Department, social-justice
groups and media coverage focus on black victims of police force.
“People keep saying, ‘We need to have a conversation about race,’” Ms. Morrison told
the (U.K.) Telegraph in an April 19 interview.
“This is the conversation. I want to see a cop shoot a white unarmed teenager in
the back,” said Ms. Morrison, who also has won the Pulitzer Prize for her work,
which includes the bestsellers “Beloved” and “Song of Solomon.” “And I want to
see a white man convicted for raping a black woman. Then when you ask me, ‘Is
it over?’, I will say yes.”
Read more: http://www.washingtontimes.com
Read more at http://minutemennews.com/2015/04/police-kill-more-whites-than-blacksbut-minority-deaths-generate-more-outrage/
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claim to have an army of 10,000 black men ready to seek justice
 Federal Report 2011: Almost Half the Babies Aborted in NYC Were Black…
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Many threatening to engage in “mass homicide”
(mass killings) if the verdict came back not guilty
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 Black Teens Murder White Baby For The Fun Of It
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Cover This!?
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Flashback:
Farrakhan: Blacks
Must Rise Up And
Kill Whites--Calls For
10,000 Black Muslim
Men To ‘Retaliate”
While Obama and the
Praetorian Media’s
cadre of Leftists scream about the Confederate Flag being ‘offensive’ and ‘Right
Wingers’ being domestic extremists – SILENCE from the same when there are
calls for the mass slaughter of Whites in America.
I keep warning about the increasing signs of an impending genocide being
openly discussed and planned in America by Leftist ideologues of various
stripes.
Official government documents refer to White Conservative Christians who
oppose abortion as ‘potential domestic terrorists’, and classify Right Wing
Conservatives and returning vets as ‘Extremists’. Ideologues have called
Southern Whites ‘Monsters’ and a bigger threat to the country than Jihadist
Islam. Some media hacks are demanding the entirety of Southern ethnic culture
to be eradicated, along with whites.
Now that life is cheap and government-funded organizations are killing babies by
the tens of millions and selling their harvested parts for profit, what does it matter
that other ‘undesirables’ and ‘threats’ to ‘society’ are suggested to be eliminated?
Recent headlines read:
Virginia Bans Confederate Flag Plates, But Not Planned Parenthood Plates

'Gay marriage' all about attacking Christianity, says author
'Gays' shopped for Christian clerk to target
'Gays' demand 'irreversible harm' to Christians
None of this matters to a society that is collapsing into wickedness and evil. The
more heinous the suggested acts, the more it will be applauded, urged, lobbied
and eventual policies made to enact them. Human life is cheap in America now, and
the ideologues and unfettered maniacs like Farrakhan and Malik Zulu Shabazz get
applause for suggesting the wholesale slaughter of a race and people they have
demonized. White policemen today. Conservative Christian Whites tomorrow.
If you take Farrakhan at his word, (which you must understand his black Muslim
followers do) – he is demanding the Federal Government do the deed of
eradicating White people whom he blames for everything from slavery to the
deaths of black children. Even though he says nothing about the true
exterminator of the black race in America, which is Planned Parenthood. The
rhetoric is designed to incite action into violence. He is asking for 10,000 black men
amidst a “million” man march on DC in October 15, 2015; who are willing to die,
to kill those whom Farrakhan blames for black issues. There is no mistaking his
words here:
“Retaliation! If the federal government won’t intercede in our affairs, then we
MUST rise up and kill those who kill us; stalk them and kill them and let them feel
the pain of death that we are feeling!”
Hear it for yourself: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yr7Q9KzjBKg
So the question comes up when watching this: why isn’t this hate-mongering
genocidal wannabe Islamic terrorist arrested for ‘terroristic threatening’, ‘death
threats’, ‘Incitement’ and any and other charges that would certainly be levied
against any white Christian Conservative talking this way about say…….The
blacks or illegal aliens or Muslims or abortionists and their clinics???? Certainly
any White Christian anywhere publicly advocating violence like this, would be
met with calls for immediate arrest, if not warranting a SWAT team.
The hypocrisy regarding this issue knows no end.
See in Obama’s Amerika, it is a crime to protest death mills harvesting baby parts
for sale, but it is ‘free speech’ to incite 10,000 black men to rise up and KILL
Whites – whether they be police or families and people based on the color of their
skin.
The civil society is unravelling. How is it possible to co-exist alongside a people
who want you and your race dead and demand that their government help them
do it. You cannot co-exist alongside a people who will vote for those who will
make their demands become public policy.
We can thank His Heinous Barack Obama I, for creating the conditions that will
exacerbate a race war, followed by a genocide.
Putin Discusses White Genocide
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZPYOhrmFR4
Putin About Cultural Self Preservation of European Tradition, Religion and Race
Play to 2:45: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcD__8qynoQ

If Things Don’t Change Islam will take over the World
Play: https://youtu.be/0HTSwUig2-0?t=40s
Why are Swedish women emigrating in record-breaking amounts?
Sweden’s 2014 emigration statistics have been released last month, and they show that
Swedish-born women are emigrating away from Sweden in record-breaking amounts.
In 2014, a total of 51,200 people emigrated, and 23,900 of those were women. This
means that in all of Sweden’s history, 2014 was the year when the most women left the
country.
So why exactly is this happening? The country is having immigration and
“diversity” forced on it with such severity that many Swedes are simply “White
flighting” to another country entirely.
Sweden is dying fast. Men now outnumber women, it is taking 10,000 asylum
seekers every week, and the government is spending the equivalent of $4 billion a
year to move them in.
The majority (58%) of Swedes say that there are too many immigrants, but the
government (as do most Western governments) simply refuses to listen, and
insists that the Swedes are wrong.
Is it any wonder why Sweden’s Social Democratic Party wants to officially put the
country in a “state of emergency“?
The elite have tried to engineer the demographics of Sweden through open door
immigration policies. Their goal was to get rid of the White Swedish majority and
turn the country into a random assortment of people.
This is White Genocide; genocide is defined by the goals you seek – not the
methods you use. They seek to get rid of the White majority, therefore it is
genocide.
Play to 2:10 then 3:35 to 5:32 then 8:29 to 11:05 then 13:36 to 14:33 then 16:00 to
16:52: With Open Gates: The forced collective suicide of European nations Extended Cinematic 1080p
Vet: Dangers of Syrian Refugees! Read This Now!
Wednesday, November 18, 2015
Christopher Allard 23 hrs · Edited ·
I don’t typically go on rants or express my
political beliefs here, but I just have to get
this off my mind.
As some of you know, I’m active duty
Army. Aside from that, I am a medic. I’ve
spent 3 years of my life overseas in
both Afghanistan and Iraq. I’ve seen
some pretty atrocious sites caused by war, from both sides.
I’ve picked up blown up body parts of friends and I’ve saved the lives of guys
who were trying to kill me and my guys right before I was keeping them from their

72 virgins; or whatever they believe awaits them on the other side. Here is an
unbiased truthful view to the Syrian refugee situation.
My first deployment to Iraq, in 2006, my unit voluntarily ran a children’s burn clinic
outside of the FOB (Forward Operating Base). It was a constant target for attacks.
You would think that people wouldn’t shoot mortars or rockets at their own
children, but you would be wrong. We saw hundreds of children, from infants to
18 year olds.
The overwhelming majority of the kids we saw (90% or better) were clear cases of
abuse. These parents were literally dunking their kids in boiling water, or
throwing hot chai at their kids’ faces… Yes, we’re talking about babies, toddlers,
kids not even old enough to understand why their parents would do these things
to them. HUNDREDS of kids…
We saw quite a few of these kids that were sexually abused, both girls and boys.
Their parents acted if nothing was wrong with this, even when confronted by our
doctors. This is the mentality of their society, not the viewpoint of a few
individuals… these beliefs have been accepted to the vast majority of these
people.
Many were educated, well dressed, well-spoken men, but yet, they still raped their
own children, and kept chai boys (if you don’t know what that means, google it.)
During that deployment, we also captured the 3rd largest EFP (explosively formed
penetrator) cache that had ever been captured. There were hundreds of copper plates,
homemade explosives, fake curbs to house the EFP’s, hundreds of mortars and rockets
and howitzer rounds, even an anti-aircraft gun. All of these things came from one place,
Syria. Almost every single IED (improvised explosive device) or EFP we found, or or hit,
could be traced back to Syria… A lot of the terrorists we captured were from SYRIA…
Imagine that.
Fast forward a couple years, and I find myself in Helmand Province, in Afghanistan…
We had a group of Afghani’s that were paid to help guard our little mud hut in the middle
of an Afghan village (I wasn’t on an FOB) These guys also kept a “chai boy”; a boy,
about 11 years old, who was there to serve these guys sexually. We heard him
being sexually assaulted many times, but there was nothing we could do about it.
We asked the police, the Afghan Army, and we were told the same thing every
time…. it’s their culture, and accepted as the norm….
Once again, we captured Syrian made explosives, weapons, and other items…
We found Syrian passports during raids… And people out there want us to let
these people into the US, with our kids, and near our wives. Near our schools,
near our churches, synagogues, malls. Places where we should never have to
fear being blown up, shot, kidnapped and tortured…
Don’t forget what they did to the Egyptian Coptic Christians, or the Jordanian
pilot… Don’t forget about what they do to rape victims! They stone these women
to death for being raped! They behead their own people. Do you think they will
show mercy to you? Look at the rape statistics in Denmark, Sweden, Belgium.
Facts don’t lie… 97% of rapes committed in Sweden were committed by Muslim
immigrants… And you want 10,000 of these people here? Even if just 1% of these
so called “refugees” were ISIS supporters,or active ISIS terrorists, would that be

acceptable to you? Chew on it… think about it. Take a good look at your kids or your
wife and decide if the risk is worth taking. Feel free to share this if you want.
H/T: Victoria Baer
Alan Dowda

Sr. Work Control Planner
Sub contractor to WRPS R/C
(509) 373-2453- Office

https://www.facebook.com/notes/victoria-baer/the-dangers-of-fing-syrianrefugees-read-this-now/10207059185869728

Black mob violence and the media silence--BIG LIST
of documented racial attacks, assaults and threats
primarily on Whites
Black Pastor - Speaks the truth about White geNOcide!
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z7kn3vXRENg
Farrakhan: Blacks Must Rise Up And Kill Whites--Calls For 10,000 Black Muslim
Men To ‘Retaliate”
While Obama and the
Praetorian Media’s
cadre of Leftists
scream about the
Confederate Flag
being ‘offensive’ and
‘Right Wingers’
being domestic
extremists –
SILENCE from the
same when there are
calls for the mass
slaughter of Whites in America.
I keep warning about the increasing signs of an impending genocide being
openly discussed and planned in America by Leftist ideologues of various
stripes.
Official government documents refer to White Conservative Christians who
oppose abortion as ‘potential domestic terrorists’, and classify Right Wing
Conservatives and returning vets as ‘Extremists’. Ideologues have called
Southern Whites ‘Monsters’ and a bigger threat to the country than Jihadist

Islam. Some media hacks are demanding the entirety of Southern ethnic culture
to be eradicated, along with whites.
Now that life is cheap and government-funded organizations are killing babies by
the tens of millions and selling their harvested parts for profit, what does it matter
that other ‘undesirables’ and ‘threats’ to ‘society’ are suggested to be eliminated?
Recent headlines read:
Virginia Bans Confederate Flag Plates, But Not Planned Parenthood Plates
'Gay marriage' all about attacking Christianity, says author
'Gays' shopped for Christian clerk to target
'Gays' demand 'irreversible harm' to Christians
None of this matters to a society that is collapsing into wickedness and evil. The
more heinous the suggested acts, the more it will be applauded, urged, lobbied
and eventual policies made to enact them. Human life is cheap in America now, and
the ideologues and unfettered maniacs like Farrakhan and Malik Zulu Shabazz get
applause for suggesting the wholesale slaughter of a race and people they have
demonized. White policemen today. Conservative Christian Whites tomorrow.
If you take Farrakhan at his word, (which you must understand his black Muslim
followers do) – he is demanding the Federal Government do the deed of
eradicating White people whom he blames for everything from slavery to the
deaths of black children. Even though he says nothing about the true
exterminator of the black race in America, which is Planned Parenthood. The
rhetoric is designed to incite action into violence. He is asking for 10,000 black men
amidst a “million” man march on DC in October 15, 2015; who are willing to die,
to kill those whom Farrakhan blames for black issues. There is no mistaking his
words here:
“Retaliation! If the federal government won’t intercede in our affairs, then we
MUST rise up and kill those who kill us; stalk them and kill them and let them feel
the pain of death that we are feeling!”
Hear it for yourself: https://youtu.be/Zr4bYXK7je8
So the question comes up when watching this: why isn’t this hate-mongering
genocidal wannabe Islamic terrorist arrested for ‘terroristic threatening’, ‘death
threats’, ‘Incitement’ and any and other charges that would certainly be levied
against any white Christian Conservative talking this way about say…….The
blacks or illegal aliens or Muslims or abortionists and their clinics???? Certainly
any White Christian anywhere publicly advocating violence like this, would be
met with calls for immediate arrest, if not warranting a SWAT team.
The hypocrisy regarding this issue knows no end.
See in Obama’s Amerika, it is a crime to protest death mills harvesting baby parts
for sale, but it is ‘free speech’ to incite 10,000 black men to rise up and KILL
Whites – whether they be police or families and people based on the color of their
skin.
The civil society is unravelling. How is it possible to co-exist alongside a people
who want you and your race dead and demand that their government help them
do it. You cannot co-exist alongside a people who will vote for those who will
make their demands become public policy.

We can thank His Heinous Barack Obama I, for creating the conditions that will
exacerbate a race war, followed by a genocide.
Randy DeSoto, writing for Western Journalism, notes the connection between
Farrakhan, the Nation of Islam, and Obama.
DeSoto mentions a November, 2008 article posted on the Newsmax website that cites a
former top deputy to Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan. Dr. Vibert White Jr. said
Obama is connected to the black nationalist movement in Chicago and there has
existed an “open line” between Obama and Farrakhan to discuss policy and
strategy.
Obama told The Chicago Reader in 1995: “These are mean, cruel times,
exemplified by a ‘lock ’em up, take no prisoners’ mentality that dominates the
Republican-led Congress,” “Historically, African-Americans have turned inward
and towards black nationalism whenever they have a sense, as we do now, that
the mainstream has rebuffed us, and that white Americans couldn’t care less
about the profound problems African-Americans are facing.”
https://swordattheready.wordpress.com/2015/08/04/farrakhan-blacks-must-riseup-and-kill-whites-calls-for-10000-black-muslim-men-to-retaliate/
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Black mob beats white man carrying Confederate Flag…
(Gateway Pundit) A mob of black youths beat a white man carrying a Confederate
flag in Charleston last weekend. The video was posted earlier this week.
The youths beat the man down to the pavement and then took his flag.
One man was carrying a bat.
Comment: Again if the tables were turned and it was a group of whites beating up
a black man carrying a ‘black lives matter’ flag, this report would be front page
news for weeks with innumerable calls for the eradication of white men.
Shock Video: Black Couple Beat White Woman: “Wrong Hood, B****”
Another shocking video which depicts a vicious racial attack has emerged
showing a black couple beating a white woman while the man yells, “Wrong
hood, b****!”
The footage shows a man brutally punch the woman, causing her to fall to the
ground. The incident occurred in Milwaukee’s north side.
A black woman then joins in the attack, as the couple are seen repeatedly
stomping on the woman’s head, with the man shouting “Wrong hood, b****!” over
and over.
Black mobs routinely terrorize cities across the country, but the media and
government are silent. Read the detailed account of rampant racial crime in
“White Girl Bleed A Lot: The Return of Racial Violence to America and How the
Media Ignores It.”
One sided racial violence is exploding. Along with widespread racial crime – even
riots. In hundreds of episodes in more than 80 cities since 2010, groups of black
people have been roaming the streets of America – assaulting, intimidating,
stalking, threatening, vandalizing, stealing, shooting, stabbing, even raping and
killing. In cities big and small. In ways expected and unexpected. But local media
and public officials are silent.
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdFrQW8BSmA
Crime is colorblind, says a Milwaukee police chief. Race is not important, a
Chicago newspaper editor assures us. That denies the obvious: America is the
most race-conscious society in the world. We learn that every day from black
caucuses, black teachers, black unions, black ministers, black colleges, black
high schools, black music & black moguls. We learn it in stories written by

members of the National Association of Black Journalists. We talk about
everything except black mob violence and lawlessness. That is Taboo. Result:
Few know about it. Fewer still are talking about it.
Today it is at epidemic levels in almost every city in the country. The list of cities
under attack is long and getting longer – with some cities suffering dozens of
attacks in the last few years alone:. And more, more, more. Des Moines, Iowa?
Yes, at the Iowa State Fair, no less – during what one cop called Beat Whitey
Night. Peoria, Illinois? Absolutely: As many as nine race riots in 2011 alone –
right in the middle of Middle America. Milwaukee? Yes, on the Fourth of July,
after looting a nearby convenience store, a crowd of nearly 100 blacks set upon
some white teens on a picnic. After beating one white woman, a black woman
noted, “Oh white girl bleed a lot.” And the Milwaukee state fair is probably the
most explicit and public hate crime arena anyone has seen in years. Hundreds of
black people roamed the fairgrounds, targeting white people for violence.
You didn’t hear about that?
Editorial Reviews
"Reading Colin Flaherty's book made it painfully clear to me that the magnitude of
this problem is even greater than I had discovered from my own research. He
documents both the race riots and the media and political evasions in dozens of
cities across America." – Thomas Sowell, National Review
"Colin Flaherty has done more reporting than any other journalist on what
appears to be a nationwide trend of skyrocketing black-on-white crime, violence
and abuse." – WND.com
"This is an important book. You must read White Girl Bleed a Lot." – Rev. Jesse
Lee Peterson
“What’s happening, as the book makes indisputably clear is, first, black mob
violence against nonblack persons and property, and second, appalling
indifference, denial, and cover-up by police and the media.” – John Derbyshire
From: C
To: Scott Johnson <<My comments in green
Subject: Black Listeners Attacks and Comments: Scott Johnson is a Total Racist
& Tool of Satan & White men RULE this world
under the direct auspices of the Prince of the Power of the Air.
racism white supremacy is universal on Planet Earth...
are you STUPID???? Lol, black people cannot be racist. Oh really?? I love how
you are supposedly creating and controlling the narrative here as though you are
the ultimate judge, jury and rule maker regarding this subject. How utterly
hypocritical of you. Oprah Winfrey recently said that racism will not disappear
until older white Americans die. But what she did not mention is the inescapable
fact that racism is alive and well in the minds of many black Americans. So
predominate is this hatred many blacks are convinced other blacks are racist. In a
recent Rasmussen poll, 31% think most blacks are racist but I guess according to you
this is all made up lies.
“I hate white people,” said LeShawn Marten, a black man who attacked an older
white man in New York’s Union Square, knocking him into a coma that ultimately

resulted in his death. Not a word about the racist nature of the attack from
Sharpton, Jackson or Winfrey. Even the establishment media is reluctant to
characterize the attack as racist.
Where is the Black & Mainstream Media Outrage?? BRUTAL FOOTAGE of
Unsuspecting Navy Veteran (Walking with a Cane) Knocked Out by a Black Thug
in “Knockout Attack” (VIDEO) The Navy veteran NEVER saw it coming.
HORROR! Black Youths Mock and Laugh at Unconscious and Bloody Victim After
July 4th Beatdown (VIDEO)--Police had to rescue the man from an attacking mob
of about forty Black people
Which black people can put whites in jail (A black law enforcement officer), stop
them from getting jobs, re-draw re-districting lines for voting purposes,
discriminate in housing, etc etc etc... Oh really that’s collectively every white
persons fault, how convenient for you and all that share your belief system,
here’s what an honest black man has to say about this: Play to 5:51: (Caution
some language) https://youtu.be/nZdLKJJFkPM?t=15s I actually had another
black listener attack me the other day (like you are doing) and tell me the
Charleston Church Shooting was a “national call to repentance for all white
people” as if all whites are responsible for that shooting to which the vast
majority of whites (including myself) would never condone that Satanic behavior
ever. But hey for people like yourself it just easier to blame and hate all whites I
guess. Now if I apply the same logic and blame game mentality you are invoking
here, then I can (as a white person) say that every time a white girl is raped or
beat or a violent act is committed against a white person (which happens at a 39
to 1 disproportionate ratio against whites, according to federal statistics, see
below) that everytime I see that happening that I can indict all blacks and tell
them that every time this happens it is a national call to repentance for all black
Americans. How is that for fair? Do you like having the same illogical standards
you are applying to whites applied to yourself?? I’m sure the very thought of this
is outrageous to you and it is equally outrageous to me as well and to God as
God abhors unjust scales and balances.
Federal Statistics Show Blacks are 39 Times More Likely to Commit Violent Crime
Against Whites Than Vice Versa
Examiner
August 25, 2014
The “New Century Foundation” studies
Federal crime reports, and found
significant differences in crime ratio
between races, verified by the FBI’s
NCVS, National Crime Victimization
Survey, and The Department of
Justice’s UCR, Uniform Crime Reports,
FBI Communication’s Division, 304625-4995.
They state emphatically that the
Judicial System is not biased against
minorities but statistically:

Blacks are seven times more likely than people of other races to commit murder,
and eight times more likely to commit robbery.
Blacks are three times more likely to use a hand gun, and twice more likely to use
a knife.
Hispanics commit three times more violent crimes than whites, but the statistics
are nebulous because sometimes they are classified as white, so it could be far
higher.
The best indicator of violent crime levels in an area is the percent of the
population that is black and Hispanic.
Blacks are 39 times more likely to commit a violent crime against whites then vice
versa, and 136 times more likely to commit a robbery against whites.
Forty-five percent of black crime is against whites, 43 against other blacks, and
10 percent against Hispanic.
Blacks are seven times more likely to go to prison, Hispanics three times).
Also here is another honest take on this subject: Black Pastor Drops Epic Truth
Bomb About Charleston Shooting (Video) In this video, the Pastor BEGINS by
calling out President Obama and the Department of Injustice, calling them race
hustlers, and saying that if the races of the shooter and victims had been
different, the incident would have received little to no attention from the media.
Why is it that Obama and the rest of the race hustlers tell us that we cannot judge
the entire religion of Islam by the actions of a few fanatics, but it’s okay to judge
all conservatives and all gun owners by the actions of an obvious lunatic?
I expected more from you. Instead you turned out to be a sniffling prejudice
insignificant blight on christendom. ENDEAVOR TO KEEP THE UNITY IN THE
SPIRIT OF THE BOND OF PEACE... is what the Bible says. Oh, so what your really
saying here is that in order to not offend the blacks I need to (especially as a
white person) keep my mouth shut about all the truth I just went over above as
that would be much more Biblical and pleasing to God. I’m sure you would have
no problem being held to that same standard. I make no apologies for exposing
evil and as a watchmen it is one of my primary jobs and callings: Ephesians 5:1116: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather
reprove them…But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for
whatsoever doth make manifest is light. (Comment: "Light" always overcomes
and exposes darkness) Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise
from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days
are evil." The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Manifest: Plain, open, clearly visible to the eye or obvious to the understanding;
apparent; not obscure or difficult to be seen or understood.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
shame on you. shame on you.

ARE BLACK POLICE ILLEGALLY MURDERING WHITE CHILDREN AND OTHER
WHITE PEOPLE IN THE STREETS????? Thank you for bringing up that subject!!
And yes they are, as cited above. Unbelievable that you would really bring this up
as I just went over the disproportionate crime and murder rate statistics of black
on white attacks. I guess you believe that it is the whites that are really the ones
that are attacking the blacks in the streets and all the video footage and evidence
are just all lies. It is actually a white plot against all blacks, to which I am the head
of. It’s funny how you never refuted the 34 page document I sent you
documenting all the black on white crime but would just prefer to attack the entire
white race blaming us for all the problems of the black race. Honest black people
disagree with you. But how convenient for you. Keep up the great work!!!
No. white police commit crimes of illegal murder killing black children.... Oh really
is that why in NYC 51% of black women abort their babies because it is white
police forcing them to do so??? Also what do you have to say about this report:
Police Kill More Whites Than Blacks, But Minority Deaths Generate More Outrage-22 April 2015 Nobel Prize-winning novelist Toni Morrison says she wants to see
an officer shoot an unarmed white teenager in the back before agreeing that the
“conversation about race” is over, but she almost certainly already has received
her wish. Comment: Her wish has been granted: Why Unarmed White teen killed
by police hasn't led to national protests
Zachary Hammond was on a first date with a girl on July 26 in Seneca, S.C., when
they stopped at a Hardee’s parking lot in his car. Police said they suspected the
girl of selling marijuana and set up a sting operation to try and catch her in the
act.
When confronted with law enforcement, Mr. Hammond attempted to flee and a
police officer shot him twice. In the end, Hammond had been killed and his
companion was charged with a minor drug possession.
The death of Hammond, who was 19, bears some strikingly similarities to the
death of Samuel DuBose, a black Cincinnati man who was shot by a police officer
on July 19. In both cases, the two men were unarmed and the official police
record that said the suspects attempted to run officers over has been called into
question by conflicting sources. The difference in media attention thus far,
however, is notable.
Currently on social media, debate is raging about the lack of attention
Hammond's death has gotten from #AllLivesMatter proponents, who have been
accused of trying to distort the message of #BlackLivesMatter activists fighting
for parity for black people in the criminal justice system.
Continuing: An analysis released last week shows that more white people died at
the hands of law enforcement than those of any other race in the last two years,
even as the Justice Department, socialjustice groups and media coverage
focus on black victims of police force.
“People keep saying, ‘We need to have a
conversation about race,’” Ms. Morrison
told the (U.K.) Telegraph in an April 19
interview.

“This is the conversation. I want to see a cop shoot a white unarmed teenager in
the back,” said Ms. Morrison, who also has won the Pulitzer Prize for her work,
which includes the bestsellers “Beloved” and “Song of Solomon.” “And I want to
see a white man convicted for raping a black woman. Then when you ask me, ‘Is
it over?’, I will say yes.”
Read more: http://www.washingtontimes.com
Read more at http://minutemennews.com/2015/04/police-kill-more-whites-thanblacks-but-minority-deaths-generate-more-outrage/
OMG what a wolf in sheep clothing you turned out to be. Yes well said and your
eloquent rebuke of me amply proves every point you made emphatically!!
Virginia,US: Muslim Firefighter Incites Violence Towards Police Officers Stating
‘..We Have to Start Putting Them in Body Bags..’
by, Tisha Lewis | Fox News |
TRIANGLE, Va. - Neighbors of
Fairfax County firefighter Khalil
Abdul-Rasheed were stunned by
his posts on social media.
The 15-year veteran of the Fairfax
County Fire and Rescue
Department reportedly responded
to a post about police encounters
by saying, “We have to start
putting them in body bags…”
Abdul-Rasheed apparently continued his post saying, “Pull the cops off, lay on
the individual, form a circle or throw punches.”
The Fairfax County Fire and Rescue Department said its internal investigation
process continues while Abdul-Rasheed is off the front lines.
“The Fairfax County Firefighter involved in the social media post has been placed on
paid administrative leave,” said Fairfax County Fire and Rescue in a statement. “An
internal investigation process is underway.”

Black Pastor Drops Epic Truth Bomb About
Charleston Shooting (Video) In this video, the Pastor BEGINS by
calling out President Obama and the Department of Injustice, calling them race
hustlers, and saying that if the races of the shooter and victims had been
different, the incident would have received little to no attention from the media.
Why is it that Obama and the rest of the race hustlers tell us that we cannot judge
the entire religion of Islam by the actions of a few fanatics, but it’s okay to judge
all conservatives and all gun owners by the actions of an obvious lunatic?

39 times

Federal statistics and studies show that blacks are
more likely to
commit a violent crime against whites than whites committing violent crimes
against blacks. Oprah Winfrey recently said that racism will not disappear until

older white Americans die. But what she did not mention is the inescapable fact
that racism is alive and well in the minds of many black Americans. So
predominate is this hatred many blacks are convinced other blacks are racist. In a
recent Rasmussen poll, 31% think most blacks are racist.
“I hate white people,” said LeShawn Marten, a black man who attacked an older
white man in New York’s Union Square, knocking him into a coma that ultimately
resulted in his death. Not a word about the racist nature of the attack from
Sharpton, Jackson or Winfrey. Even the establishment media is reluctant to
characterize the attack as racist.
Where is the Black & Mainstream Media Outrage?? BRUTAL FOOTAGE of
Unsuspecting Navy Veteran (Walking with a Cane) Knocked Out by a Black Thug
in “Knockout Attack” (VIDEO) The Navy veteran NEVER saw it coming.
HORROR! Black Youths Mock and Laugh at Unconscious and Bloody Victim After
July 4th Beatdown (VIDEO)--Police had to rescue the man from an attacking mob
of about forty Black people
From: THEUNDERGROUND CHURCHNETWORK
[mailto:theundergroundchurchnetwork@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2015 12:41 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: FW: RE: Dr. Scott Johnson: Subscription Confirmed
I finally had some time to listen to your audio from three weeks ago and wow do I have
a few things to add to what was said in regards to the black mob violence that was
taking place especially in Peoria, Illinois. From my own personal experiences the things
that were said were certainly true and more. I moved out of Peoria the day I graduated
from college back in June of 2011. Two weeks prior to that I was jumped by about ten
african americans in a very bad neighborhood of Peoria (the southside). I was beat
within inches of my life, stripped of my shorts, and robbed of my money. I had to go to
the hospital of course and get treated etc. Of course the cops filed a report but nothing
was done. It was a very horrific experience but was the last straw I needed to finally
move out of there after 7 years (7 years tribulation...). I also had an experience back in
Dec 2007 where I was viciously assaulted and tazed by the Peoria police. I was in and
out of court over this situation for years... I contacted one of the top lawyers in Peoria to
see if he would take my case, but he declined and said he does not handle cases like
mine. A few months later he took a case for a black man who was running from the
police and was wanted on charges etc... They assaulted him etc. He took this case but
not my case... I wonder why. Peoria... It is one of the worst cities in America per capita
for STD's and abortions. Peoria... Baal Peor? I would venture to guess this is where
Peorias name really originates from though I am sure there is an exoteric interpretation
of this place.
Police Kill More Whites Than Blacks, But Minority Deaths Generate More Outrage

<<<< 22 April 2015 Nobel Prize-winning
novelist Toni Morrison says she wants to
see an officer shoot an unarmed white
teenager in the back before agreeing that
the “conversation about race” is over, but
she almost certainly already has
received her wish.
An analysis released last week shows
that more white people died at the hands
of law enforcement than those of any
other race in the last two years, even as the Justice Department, social-justice
groups and media coverage focus on black victims of police force.
“People keep saying, ‘We need to have a conversation about race,’” Ms. Morrison told
the (U.K.) Telegraph in an April 19 interview.
“This is the conversation. I want to see a cop shoot a white unarmed teenager in
the back,” said Ms. Morrison, who also has won the Pulitzer Prize for her work,
which includes the bestsellers “Beloved” and “Song of Solomon.” “And I want to
see a white man convicted for raping a black woman. Then when you ask me, ‘Is
it over?’, I will say yes.”
Read more: http://www.washingtontimes.com
Read more at http://minutemennews.com/2015/04/police-kill-more-whites-than-blacksbut-minority-deaths-generate-more-outrage/
Was Attack on Mother and Toddler Part of Racist Knockout Game? Another
attack barely mentioned in mainstream media--Why is there a double standard
when it comes to coverage of racial attacks by mainstream media?
Vv Play:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un7GbzHXEA
Black people in the United States are more
likely to be victims of violent confrontations
with police officers than whites because they
commit more violent crimes than whites per
capita.
– FACT: Despite making up just 13% of the
population, blacks commit around half of
homicides in the United States. DOJ statistics
show that between 1980 and 2008, blacks
committed 52% of homicides, compared to 45%
of homicides committed by whites.
More up to date FBI statistics tell a similar story.
In 2013, black criminals carried out 38% of
murders, compared to 31.1% for whites, again
despite the fact that there are five times more white people in the U.S.

– FACT: From 2011 to 2013, 38.5 per cent of people arrested for murder,
manslaughter, rape, robbery, and aggravated assault were black. This figure is
three times higher than the 13% black population figure. When you account for
the fact that black males aged 15-34, who account for around 3% of the
population, are responsible for the vast majority of these crimes, the figures are
even more staggering.
– FACT: Despite the fact that black people commit an equal or greater number of
violent crimes than whites, whites are almost TWICE as likely to be killed by
police officers.
According to data from the Centers for Disease Control, between 1999 and 2011, 2,151
whites died as a result of being shot by police compared to 1,130 blacks.
Critics argue that black people are overrepresented in these figures because they only
represent 13% of the population, but they are underrepresented if you factor in
violent crime offenders. In other words, you would expect the number of blacks
and whites killed by police to be roughly equal given that they commit a roughly
equal number of violent crimes, but that’s not the case. Whites are nearly 100%
more likely to be victims.
And what about black on white violence in general?
– FACT: Despite being outnumbered by whites five to one, blacks commit eight times
more crimes against whites than vice-versa, according to FBI statistics from
2007. A black male is 40 times as likely to assault a white person as the reverse.
These figures also show that interracial rape is almost exclusively black on white.
“Even allowing for the existence of discrimination in the criminal justice system, the
higher rates of crime among black Americans cannot be denied,” wrote James Q.
Wilson and Richard Herrnstein in their widely cited 1985 study, “Crime and Human
Nature.” “Every study of crime using official data shows blacks to be overrepresented
among persons arrested, convicted, and imprisoned for street crimes.”
It’s clear that the greater propensity for black people to commit violent crimes is a
driving factor as to why blacks are becoming involved in more violent
confrontations with police than their 13% population figure suggests they should
be. If the 911 calls are coming from black areas and are related to black people
committing violent crimes, then of course black people are more likely to be
involved in violent confrontations with cops.
http://www.infowars.com/black-crime-facts-that-the-white-liberal-media-darent-talkabout/
Freddie Gray Arrest Record
Gray had a lengthy arrest record with convictions dating back until at least 2007,
according to the Maryland Department of Justice. Not all of the arrests led to
convictions, in many of the cases he pleaded guilty to one charge while the others were
dropped. Exact details of when he spent time in prison were not immediately available.
His arrest record includes at least 18 arrests:
 March 20, 2015: Possession of a Controlled Dangerous Substance
 March 13, 2015: Malicious destruction of property, second-degree assault
 January 20, 2015: Fourth-degree burglary, trespassing



January 14, 2015: Possession of a controlled dangerous substance, possession
of a controlled dangerous substance with intent to distribute
 December 31, 2014: Possession of narcotics with intent to distribute
 December 14, 2014: Possession of a controlled dangerous substance
 August 31, 2014: Illegal gambling, trespassing
 January 25, 2014: Possession of marijuana
 September 28, 2013: Distribution of narcotics, unlawful possession of a
controlled dangerous substance, second-degree assault, second-degree escape
 April 13, 2012: Possession of a controlled dangerous substance with intent to
distribute, unlawful possession of a controlled dangerous substance, violation of
probation
 July 16, 2008: Possession of a controlled dangerous substance, possession with
intent to distribute
 March 28, 2008: Unlawful possession of a controlled dangerous substance
 March 14, 2008: Possession of a controlled dangerous substance with intent to
manufacture and distribute
 February 11, 2008: Unlawful possession of a controlled dangerous substance,
possession of a controlled dangerous substance
 August 29, 2007: Possession of a controlled dangerous substance with intent to
distribute, violation of probation
 August 28, 2007: Possession of marijuana
 August 23, 2007: False statement to a peace officer, unlawful possession of a
controlled dangerous substance
 July 16, 2007: Possession of a controlled dangerous substance with intent to
distribute, unlawful possession of a controlled dangerous substance (2 counts)
http://heavy.com/news/2015/04/freddie-gray-arrest-record-criminal-history-rap-sheetwhy-was-freddie-gray-arrested/
Why wasn't he in prison...???
Sherry Peel Jackson’s Thoughts About Ferguson Missouri
November 30, 2014--I have been thinking of what to say about the situation in
Ferguson. As a Christian, as a black, as a woman that grew up middle-class
between Detroit and Atlanta, I have many different experiences to form a
perspective on the situation.
I listened to this video and found myself agreeing with most of what this young
man has to say.
Play: http://youtu.be/5f0mVn0HH6U
But what are the changes that we need to make – as black people, as people, as
Americans?
Here are some of my suggestions:
1. Stop blaming others for the decisions that we make.
2. Turn off the television so that we can learn to think for ourselves.
3. Stop thinking that hard work is not meant for us.
4. Stop hating on people of other cultures that come over here, start
businesses and thrive.

5. Start reading things that will edify us and teach us how to become selfsufficient.
6. Stop reading trash.
7. Teach our children how to think, and solve problems without violence.
8. Value education and utilize it to better ourselves.
9. Stop being envious of people that succeed and excel in what they do
10. Take an interest in what goes on in our communities.
11. Get active in our churches and houses of worship.
12. Teach our children how to be ethical and integral.
13. Be examples to everyone that is watching, they are watching.
14. Be lawful but respectfully question authority.
15. Be passionate about life.
16. Motivate others to be and act positive.
17. Respect and help the homeless, widows, orphans and the elderly.
18. Respect ourselves.
19. Don’t throw trash out of our cars onto the street.
20. Respect and treat others as we would want to be respected.
21. Tell the truth no matter the consequences.
22. Forgive.
23. Love, don’t hold grudges, it only makes us bitter.
24. Share good news with others and don’t hoard successful strategies.
25. Pray.
26. Seek wise council before making rash decisions.
27. Manage our money so that we will not always be broke busted and
disgusted.
28. Don’t take what does not belong to us whether it be physical or intellectual.
29. Keep our minds sharp and clear of evil thoughts.
30. Eat as healthy as possible so that our minds won’t be foggy.
31. Share your wealth and wisdom with those that want to excel – be a mentor.
You have heard 31 of my suggestions for CHANGE.
BREAKING: The REAL Michael Brown They Don't Want You to See… (SHOCKING
VIDEO RELEASE)
Most people are aware of who Michael Brown is. Or should I say “was?” Well,
most people only know the Michael Brown that Imam Al Sharpton and many other
ignorant race-baitors would have you believe he was.
This is the REAL Michael Brown they don’t want “you” to see…
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sn2eDyaq3mQ

Ferguson Riots: Principled People Repudiate Rioters!--Don Boys, Ph.D.
http://donboys.cstnews.com/ferguson-riots-principled-people-repudiate-rioters
America’s melting pot is seething and about to explode. Two generations have
been taught that Blacks are special because they were slaves more than a
hundred years ago. Because of that they are to be considered a special group
and not held to the same standard of others. That is classic racism.
…While consisting of 14% of our population, we know that about 60% of black
births are illegitimate but we must not discuss it. We know that prisons are full of
black criminals but that is embarrassing. We know that many black areas are so
dangerous even police officers are fearful to enter.
But Blacks were slaves. No, they were not. Not one person now in America was a
slave. It is time to realize that the disgraceful time of slavery in the U.S. (a product
of Whites and Blacks) is not an excuse for affirmative action, parasitic welfare,
violence, immorality, looting, vandalism, school absenteeism, etc. Many of us
would find slaves in our ancestry if we traced it because slavery had no racial
boundaries.
I am so weary of racial bigots making race an issue when it is not an issue. Let’s
ask the honest question: Did the suspect (whatever his race) do the dastardly

deed or not? People with character will stand with truth not with emotion–even
when a friend or family member is the culprit.
How can America be racist when we have a black President, a black Attorney
General, and roughly 20% of the federal workforce is black while only 14% of the
population is black? Furthermore, more than 40% of all federal entitlements go to
black Americans and that’s more than three times the rate that go to Whites.
Moreover, the top entertainment “stars” are black as well as being among the
wealthiest of Americans.
Every American has a constitutional right to discuss, disagree, and debate
anything in America. A thousand people marched and Black Panthers chanted:
What do we want?– Darren Wilson! How do we want him? – Dead! Such people
are scum. Others chanted, “Time to kill a cop!” The New Black Panthers led a
large crowd of “useful idiots” in chanting, “Black Power, Black Power.” Why
aren’t those lowlifes in jail?
Missouri State Highway Patrol Captain Ron Johnson was placed as head of the
police response team and seems to be a qualified black officer; however, he
made matters worse by hugging and commiserating with the protesters! .
Principled people know that many of the protesters are simply thieving looters
who would have been shot 80 years ago. Looters have historically been shot!
Decent, law-abiding citizens will always defend the right to protest in America but
no person with character will defend the looting, burning, robbing, and shooting
of people. When the explosion happens, such people–the protesters and their
supporters–will have bloody hands. That goes for Obama, Jackson, Sharpton,
NAACP, and cowardly politicians who made racist decisions for personal benefit.
Michael Brown Innocent Unarmed Teen ... 6' 3" 300 lbs ... not so fast!
Another shocking example of major media
hype getting in the way of the facts…
“That so-called ‘kid’ has a rap sheet a mile
long already. How about the true account as
it appears on Facebook? Let’s take a look at
that whole ‘innocent’ situation. The news
media reported that an unarmed teen was
shot 8 times and killed by a Ferguson
Police
Officer. Did you know that the unarmed teen
was 6 foot 3 inches and 300 lbs, or that
according to witnesses in the complex (not
other police officers, WITNESSES IN THE
COMPLEX), the unarmed teen along with
another suspect blocked the officer’s
vehicle from
responding to a call by standing in front of
it? After words were exchanged, the
‘innocent‘ teen rushed the officer tackling
him back into the driver’s seat of the police

car. As the unarmed teen was on top of the officer beating him to where his face
has several contusions and his eye is still swelled shut this morning, the officer
went for his gun and fired. I think we all agree that the officer should have let the
unarmed teen beat him to death rather than fire the shot because he was an
‘unarmed black teen‘ that was looking forward to going to college next week.
After the round goes off, the unarmed teen backs out of the car and starts to walk
away. The officer who was just severely assaulted by being punched in the head
repeatedly, points his gun at the teen, tells him he’s under arrest. The unarmed
teen turns and, according to witnesses, again the WITNESSES IN THE COMPLEX,
the teen starts yelling at the officer daring him to shoot. He AGAIN rushes the
officer at which point the officer, who was just beaten, fires at the unarmed
innocent teen.”

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: hinton HARRIS
Date: Sat, Aug 30, 2014 at 8:52 PM
Subject: Fw: Words of a dying black man Ferguson and Michael Brown (MUST
READ!!! and SO TRUE!!!)

This is most interesting and if you only read one e-mail today this should be it. It
is written by a dying black man whom I’d love to shake hands with. It is long and
uses graphic language a time or too – so just grin and bear it and digest the
‘message’ this man delivers in no uncertain terms
It will be interesting to find out who wrote this. Perhaps we will know in time.
The words of a dying man have always captured my attention, right or wrong,
they are worth reading. I believe what this dying man has to say has a lot of
truth. May not be what some will want to hear.
----------------------------------------I wanted to clear up a few black and white questions and answers. The things I
state are facts. They are not downloaded from some media website, not
propaganda, just observations from a 70-year-old black man born in America.
I was told by my parents (yes, a married man and woman with my last name) that I
was nigger. We lived in “Nigger Town” in a small Texas town, no A/C, grass
growing through the floor, no car, no TV. We washed our bodies with lye soap
that my mother made by hand. I thought I was a nigger until I graduated high
school, went to college, did an enlistment in the Army and got a job. I am now
retired, own my own home, have six children by ONE WOMAN and we all have the
same last name. I have a Bachelor’s Degree in Liberal Arts and a Master’s Degree
in Sociology. My retirement, VA disability from combat in the Korean War (I only
have one leg) and part-time pay in a local college, is about $125,000 a year. From
dirt poor nigger, to old, black, proud American.
Yes, I am black, and I can say “nigger”, because I understand the true meaning of
the word.
Let’s clear up a few things about the Michael Brown incident.
Fact: It is not called "shoplifting or stealing", it's called "robbery", which is a
felony. Brown stole something and assaulted someone, that means ROBBERY.
It’s on video and it’s a fact. Not shoplifting, not theft, not “lifting” a few cigars,
but ROBBERY!
Michael Brown, like Trayvon, was portrayed by the media as a “little black boy”,
cute little headphones and his cap and gown photo gunned down by a ruthless
police assassin, executed by “whitey”. First, I have never seen a cop drag a
person into their car’s driver door to arrest them. So, let us be clear, Michael
Brown was a nigger; a sorry assed, criminal, hoodlum, nigger. Nobody wants to
say that, but I will. He had a criminal record a mile long, was known for numerous
assaults, robberies, including the one you saw with your own eyes and still
refuse to call it a robbery. He was, like so many others, living a life that he
thought he was “entitled” to, just for being alive. Gangsta rap, weed, drinking,
guns and those stupid-assed low profile rims makes him some kind of bad-ass
nigger.
I have fought communist Chinese and North Korean soldiers in the 1950’s with
more honor than that nigger. Yep, I peeled potatoes and shot communists.
That’s the only job a nigger soldier could get.
Rodney King? Black Riots!
Trayvon? Black Riots!

Hurricane Katrina? Black Riots! Stealing TV’s, designer clothes, etc.
O.J. Simpson kills white man and white woman - found NOT GUILTY? Did white
folks riot? Nope!
In fact, when is the last time white people rioted? Civil War, maybe? That’s
because they are, relatively, civilized people, much like many black Americans.
Protesting is one thing, hell, I’m all for it. Even if you are an ignorant idiot you
have a right to protest.
Stop only showing the young black "cap and gown" photos of Michael. Charles
Manson may have a few of those laying around, as well. Show the nigger
"gangsta" photos of the "poor unarmed teenager" (grown man) pics that have
been removed from his Facebook page, holding the loaded pistol, smoking weed,
with a mouthful of money.
Militarization? The stupidassed media that publicizes
this has no idea what
“militarization” really is.
Cops wear helmets and
vests and drive armored
vehicle because
unemployed niggers thrown
bricks at them, moron! You
put on an "Adam 12"
uniform and walk down the
streets of Ferguson during
the criminal riots. I can
guarantee that you'll jump
into the first armored
"military tank" that you see.
You only "want the police" when you "need the police" otherwise, you mock and
fear what you do not understand about the police. And by the way, the police are
trained to take your shit, but I wouldn’t fool around with those Army National
Guard, they aren’t as well disciplined “culturally” to take your shit like police do
every day. They will ventilate your black asses with M-16’s with military precision
and extreme prejudice.
And finally, the way we protest and demand justice, is run down the streets
breaking stuff, looting stores, and acting like a bunch of untrained monkeys?
Hell, after Rodney King, criminal niggers were actually killing people, thinking
they were entitled to be worse criminals than they already were. For those black
criminals that do that, you are a disgrace to your race, inflamed by idiots like Al
Sharpton, instead of listening to logic from proud black Americans, like Bill
Cosby, Samuel Jackson, Colin Powell, Allen West, me, etc. (And may I add Dr.
Ben Carson? Boomer).
You blame white people for your ignorance, criminal acts, unemployed laziness,
etc.

You blame white people for 89% of the prisons in America being full of blacks.
They did nothing wrong, the racists white cops framed them all, right? No
chance at school, no chance for college, military, employment? BULL S***!
More niggers kill niggers, than niggers killing whites, whites killing niggers, and
whites killing whites - COMBINED. I find this astounding.
It's not white peoples' faults, the Emancipation Proclamation was signed by a
white man years ago. You can go to school, get a job, buy a house, and vote,
JUST LIKE WHITE FOLKS!!! You are not a slave, you are not discriminated
against! Slavery is abolished and nobody alive today was alive when it was
popular. Get over it! You are discriminated against because you are a criminal,
sorry-assed nigger. Otherwise, black Americans are treated like everyone else.
If you choose to create "baby daddy and baby mama" and fake disabilities as an
excuse for laziness to draw social security disability instead of husband, wife,
family, job, mortgage, it's YOUR FAULT, not white folks. And there are a lot of
proud black Americans that will tell you the same, as I AM ONE OF THEM!!!
Remember, the way you act on the camera is remembered by everyone who sees
it. They will never forget it. It shows them how you, as the black race, respond to
situations that don’t particularly go the way you think they should. It will become
a reference standard, something they expect from you when the next media
report doesn’t go your way. Stop being stupid niggers and be a proud black
American. My parents raised me well, but they were wrong about one thing, I am
not a nigger.
I will not be around long. While my mind is still sharp, and my aim is still good,
my body is eating away with cancer. It started in the prostate, and is spreading
rapidly. After I die, I have asked my children to publish my writings, and include
my name. Although I am not expecting any miracles I can only hope that
American will stop blaming color, start blaming criminals see people for what
they really are. We have too many countries that want us dead. We should not
be fighting each other.
”Peaceful” Black Ferguson Protesters Attack White Passerby: “I Just Want To Go
Home”
MICHAEL SAVAGE: Is Burning Whites The NEW 'Knock Out' Game for Blacks?
Is burning whites the new knock-out game? Scroll down to see the stories of 16
WHITE people that were burned by BLACKS in the last few years. With the
endless media frenzy focused on Michael Brown and Trayvon Martin, you will not
hear about most of these from the mainstream media. Why? Because they are
white.
http://clashdaily.com/2014/12/savage-burning-whites-new-knock-game-blacks/
From: Dawain A
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 4:41 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: Dr. Johnson
I have been listening to your broadcast and I tell you sir you really have blessed me. I
love the way you speak the truth no matter what! I am a black man and I support you

100%...I love how you didn't shy way from what black people were doing during the EBT
(beta test run) lol. That was on point and totally true.
Thank you for allowing God to use you and thank you for replying...
God Bless
From: Gwendolyn
Subject: Current Events 8-9-15
Dear Scott Johnson< Thank You for your 8-9-15 current events. I have been a
listener of yours for years. Thanks for being honest and telling it like it is. Yes I
am a black woman. I will continue to be a listener of yours.
-----Original Message----From: JO
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:17 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Just like you've been saying
Dr. Johnson, It's just like you've been saying, and I am black. I have encountered
a lot of hate from black people in this Country more than the whites.
My family moved into an area where there was both blacks and mexicans; and Dr.
Johnson the blacks in the area were the ones that was giving us the problems; They
were picking fights with the kids and vandalizing our car and home.
Then we moved to an apartment complex where we had problems again with more
black people. They broke a bedroom window at night they picked more fights with the
kids so many times that we had to call the police; and they weren't any help.
But finally a new owner took over the complex and weeded out the undesirable out of
the complex. It's better now thank GOD. But we're still planning on moving from this
area.
Dr. Johnson my family and myself are from Trinidad, and we've been living in this
country for almost 40 years, and we've never encountered any problems before with
any white people; but as soon as we moved to a black and spanish area, there is where
our problems with human beings started.
We've lived around white people for most of the 40 years and never encountered any
problems with them whatsoever; but the blacks is a different story.
Dr. Johnson check out the story below.
Thank you and GOD BLESS YOU
SURPRISE! MEDIA FINALLY WAKE UP TO KNOCKOUT GAME 'It's only new if you
have been aggressively ignoring the epidemic of black mob violence' Editor’s note:
Colin Flaherty has done more reporting than any other journalist on what appears to be
a nationwide trend of skyrocketing black-on-white crime, violence and abuse. WND
features these reports to counterbalance the virtual blackout by the rest of the media
due to their concerns that reporting such incidents would be inflammatory or even racist.
WND considers it racist not to report racial abuse solely because of the skin color of the
perpetrators or victims.
'KNOCKOUT' GAME FEARS SPREAD...
One hitter quitter...
'Racial violence and mayhem'...

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------One Sucker Punch from a Black Man & the White Man Drops Dead. [Shocking
Moment On Video] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53aURAu0Y14#t=103
--------------------------------------------------------- Original Message ----From: "Scott Johnson" <drjohnson@ix.netcom.com>
To: JO
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:20 PM
Subject: RE: Just like you've been saying
Thank you! Can I post this keeping you anonymous?
I have taken more flak from some of my black listeners about this than you can
imagine. To them now I am nothing more than a bigoted racist that is also a
heretic. In other words since I started to mention this subject they are trying to
pick apart my theology and the ministry as well, in order to justify their points
about me being a racist. In other words discredit the messenger and you discredit
his message. Funny they never had a problem with my theology and this ministry
before I started documenting all the black on white crime currently taking place,
and I tell them I realize this was the exact opposite in the days of slavery and for
many decades thereafter (not to say white on black crime still does not go on)
and that was equally as wrong. What I usually do is just ask them to refute the
documentation below but they can't, so they attack me personally. I tell them
some of my best friends are black and I absolutely love them and so does my
daughter. God bless you!!!!! Scott
--------------------------------------------Her Response:
Yes Dr. Johnson you can.
I am ashamed to see the young black youth of this Country wasting their lives on hate
and lawlessness. They need the LORD JESUS plain and simple. I blame the parents of
these youths for not raising their kids in the way the LORD intended. A whole
generation of young black youths might be lost.
--------------Why wasn’t this Knoxville story, “4 blacks kill white couple” on the TV network
news for months? How does the media decide which murders to sensationalize?
James Patrick Riley says, “… If there is any racism in the system, it is skewed so
far in the favor of blacks, that, frankly, it should be an embarrassment for those in
the “race industry.” FBI crime stats show that when there is a black/white
incidence of violence, in 88 to 91% of the cases, the victim is white. Just last
week, in St. Louis three black men were arrested on a “kill whitey” crime spree.
Was Rachel Maddow wringing her hands over that? No.
--------------Black Teens Murder White Baby For The Fun Of It In Georgia [Why didn’t the
Mainstream Media Cover This!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!?]
Young black thugs shoot white baby in the face at point blank range. Brunswick,
GA has been rocked by the unprovoked hate crime murder of a 13 month old
baby. The baby was shot right in front of it’s mother by two black teenage thugs.
The shooter is believed to be between the ages of 13 and 15

Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Xt5OtC42bpI
COPS: 'Bored' Black Teens Kill White Baseball Player 'For Fun'...
Beaten to Death at McDonald’s »
HATE CRIME: Three Black "Urban Youths" Brutalize White Man After Accidentally
Walking into Photo http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXPVFXfeTjg
Over 100 teens swarm Memphis plaza, 'knocking out' shoppers...
SHOCK VIDEO: Blacks Beat White With Pumpkins...
CHARGE: Student beaten at bus stop for acting 'too white'...
3 Black Teens Brutally Beat, Stab 86 Year Old White Man In Home Invasion –
Video
Blacks give White girl gang beating attitude adjustment, no hate crime there
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnvW-fAVtrA
Black man kills 6-year-old white child, claims child was "racist" as his defense
Black teens murder 12 year old white girl -- and steal her bike
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJ1oh-2g-vg
White Family Attacked for Being in the 'Wrong Neighborhood' in Baton Rouge, La.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYJTNTo_Yqg
89-year-old World War II veteran beaten to death by two black teens...
Suspect Photos Released...
Buchanan: 'Interracial violence is overwhelmingly black-on-white'...
SURPRISE! MEDIA FINALLY WAKE UP TO KNOCKOUT GAME 'It's only new if you
have been aggressively ignoring the epidemic of black mob violence' Editor’s
note: Colin Flaherty has done more reporting than any other journalist on what
appears to be a nationwide trend of skyrocketing black-on-white crime, violence
and abuse. WND features these reports to counterbalance the virtual blackout by
the rest of the media due to their concerns that reporting such incidents would be
inflammatory or even racist. WND considers it racist not to report racial abuse
solely because of the skin color of the perpetrators or victims.
As Predicted, Chris Lane Murder Was Gang Initiation Yet No Calls for ‘Justice’ |
Obama and other talking heads who were screaming from the rooftops over the
Trayvon Martin case do not care.
-------------------

Why Isn’t this front page news-Main stream Media Ignore White Filmmaker Gang
Beaten by Trayvon Martin Protesters in Oakland
Facebook Refuses to Remove ‘Kill Zimmerman’ Page --Threats to murder
Zimmerman continue to flood Twitter.
Baltimore Witness: Group of Blacks Beat Hispanic Man, Yelling 'This Is For
Trayvon'...
Zimmerman's Parents in Hiding from 'Enormous Amount of Death Threats'...
Twitter messages threatening to violently kill George Zimmerman continue to
flood the social network.
http://www.infowars.com/oakland-hit-by-riots-after-zimmerman-verdict/print/
Brothers Murdered Over ‘Free Zimmerman’ Sticker? | Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office
accused of covering up hate crime.
Jogger Kidnapped and Attacked over Zimmerman verdict | “I’m lucky I wasn’t
killed, you know?”
Ohio: Violent Black Teen Flash Mob Viciously Beat White Man Unconscious [This man
has since died from his injuries]
Protesters storm WALMART...
Zimmerman “Wanted Dead Or Alive” T-Shirts For Sale At Trayvon Martin Protest In
LA…
Hate Crime: Marine Beaten and Stabbed by Group of African American Males
https://www.facebook.com/TexasAkDesigns
MSNBC Guest: More White Kids Have to Die | Globalist academic says white
Americans will not understand racism until their kids die. VIDEO: CBS Reporter,
Photographer Attacked...
-----Original Message----From: DB
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 12:25 PM
To: Dr. Scott Johnson
Dr. J, I don't know if you've seen this yet. Thanks for the teaching I'm an African
American I agree with the crime statistics. I've been saying this for years and I'm
branded a sell out by my own race ( Like our Lord). Jesus said this would happen
and i love Him for it.
by Colin Flaherty
America is the midst of an epidemic of racial mob violence and the media refuses
to report it.

In my book, I documented
hundreds of examples of black
mob violence in more than 70 cities
big and small throughout the
country.
Many of the episodes are on
YouTube. I also documented how
the media and public officials
ignore, condone, excuse and even
lie about this wave of lawlessness.
Despite a growing mountain of
evidence, some still deny this problem exists. (Curiously, the same people who
deny the problem are always the first to explain it away.)
So here are the links to racial mob violence throughout the country, following the
organization of the chapters in my book: Some by city, some by theme, i.e. racial
violence against Asians, “gays,” Jews, women and others.
I followed up many of the links with phone calls or emails to confirm the racial
nature of the attacks and lawlessness.
Many of the individual links are definitive. Treat the others as clues that are part
of an investigative package that help us determine the racial quality of the
mayhem. And how public officials and media react to it.
!!!!Editor’s note: Some of these links will have images and language that is
objectionable:
Breaking reports
Woman hopes video will help ID attackers
Victim doesn’t aid an assault investigation
VIDEO: Police seek witnesses of downtown Savannah fight
Group assaulted, robbed bicyclist, police say
Unruly teens keep police busy during CelebrateErie
20 juveniles, 4 adults arrested in Gold Coast ruckus
Man beaten in possible hate crime on Sacramento light rail
Many of the links in The Big List and the book came from readers all over the
country. So if you see something, say something in an email.
Chapter 1
AP Blames Tea Party for London Riots.

Beat Whitey Nights at the Iowa State Fair
Police, fire fighters shot with fireworks in riot at Peoria
Milwaukee: Violent Flash Mob Attacks Group ‘Oh, White Girl Bleeds a Lot”
Deliveryman beaten, robbed by group in Wilmington

Chicago Police Superintendent Blames Palin for Gun Violence
Officials: Flash Mobs Already Plague South Side
Panic amid US flash mob attacks
Chapter 2: Philadelphia
LaSalle Student Stabbed in “Hate Crime”: Dog Saves Life
Nutter: Race not an issue
Woman’s leg broken by violent African American mob in North Philadelphia
Officials Try to End Philly “Flash Mobs”
Teens in a mob assault and rob Center City patrons
A bystander was severely beaten by the “flash mob”
MACY’S (FIGHT) 100 Teens Storm Inside Macy’s & Start Fighting-14 Arrested!
“Unruly crowd” forms after 4th of July celebration
Center City Store Brawl Caught On Tape
African American flash mobs terrorize Philadelphia yet again
RIOTS IN PHILLY FLASH MOBS (E KLASS TV)!!!
“As Victim Speaks Out, City Explores Ways To Stop Violent Flash Mobs”
“Flash Mobs in Philadelphia: Sorry PC America, They are a Racial Thing”
“Philly mayor: flash mobbers ‘damaging their race’”
“Nutter did well to move quickly against mayhem mobs”
“Teen Arrested For Stabbing At Erie Lanes Bowling Alley”
“‘Flash mob’ assault suspects surrender”
“Reading, Writing, Rioting… Philly Flash Mob Is From Oprah-Funded School”
“Chased home: Mob attacks man in his house”
“Officials In Phila. Plan Curfews To Curb Teen Violence”
“Flash mob victim’s untold story”
“Temple Hospital: Flash mobs just kids ‘blowing off some steam’”
“Flash mob victim’s untold story Anna Taylor is still shaken after a night of
random violence in March”
“Black & Hispanic Mob attacks man in his own home – ‘We got you, you white
mother——’”
Chapter 3 – Asian
“Asian Students Under Assault”
“Judge is soft on black on Asian hate crimes”
“South Philadelphia High Asian students get safety instruction”
“Home Invasion 1400 McKinley Street DC#12-2-018719″
“Racist blacks are targeting Asian women for hate crimes in New York”
“Black admits to targeting Asians but says he’s not racist”
Chapter 4: Partying
“South Beach Memorial Day 2011 Crazy Shootout!! Shooting”

“Memorial Day Weekend South Beach Miami 2011″
“Miami Beach Memorial Day Shooting May 30th 2011″
“Uncle Luke, Co-Founder Of Urban Beach Week, No Longer Attends Event”
“Myrtle Beach police inundated with crime during 8-hour window”
“Black Bike Week”
“Indiana Black Expo 2006″
“INDIANA BLACK EXPO PROCLAIMED A SUCCESS”
“Time To Call a Spade a Spade”
“Police release video of uptown violence after Speed Street”
Chapters 5 and 6: Chicago and sequel
“Flash mob at McDonalds leaves behind a McMystery”
“Teen Mob Hits Walgreens On The Mag Mile”
“Doubts Mount About Why City Closed North Avenue Beach”
“Police Beef Up Patrols To Combat ‘Flash Mob’ Crime”
“Audio From 911 Tapes Released to WLS Radio – Dozens of gang-bangers
pushing people off their bikes”
“Amy Schwartz Says Chicago Police Are Covering Up Memorial Day Beach Riot!”
“Lakeview stabbing caught on video”
“Teens Charged in Mob Attacks”
“Mag Mile mobs – Chicago police need to target violent flash mobs”
“Teen mobs suspected in downtown assaults”
“Chicago Police Brace for ‘Flash Mob’ Attacks”
“Race and the ‘flash mob’ attacks”
“Chicago Police Superintendent Garry McCarthy on ‘Gun Control’”
“Police Chief Blames ‘Pilgrims,’ Cops for Chicago Violence”
“When a news story omits race, do we really know any less?”
“Random attacks cause concern in Chicago”
“Police Supt. Garry McCarthy vows to hunt down ‘flash mob’ suspects”
“Officials: Flash Mobs Already Plague South Side”
“Four robbed, attacked by mob of young men in Streeterville”
“Teen mobs suspected in downtown assaults”

“Boy mugged by group of teens near Ogilvie Transportation Center”
“White Girl Bleed a Lot: The return of racial violence to America and how the
media ignore it”
“Colin Flaherty on WVON in Chicago”
“Chicago’s unreported race war”
Chapter 7: Melissa Harris-Perry
“When a news story omits race, do we really know any less?”
“Black violence under-reported”
Chapter 8: Milwaukee
“Fights close Water Street bars early on St. Patrick’s Day!”
“Flynn calls looting, beatings in Riverwest barbaric”
“Police investigate Riverwest armed robberies”
“Post Juneteenth Riot”
“Juneteenth Day: One woman’s view”
“Victims Describe Mob Scene In Riverwest”
“Black Teen Mob Violence”
“Witnesses describe mobs, some people claim racially-charged attacks”
“Black ‘Mobs’ Attack Innocent White People Outside Wisconsin State Fair”
“State Fair melees produce 11 injuries, 31 arrests”
“New Details About Mayfair Melee”
“An Open Letter to the Kids Who Tore Up Mayfair”
“Black Wisconsin Teen Admits He Targeted Whites –’Easy Targets’ [Update 2]“
“Hundreds of assault cases misreported by Milwaukee Police Department”
“Milwaukee Lakefront Fireworks – Fights”
“Happy Juneteeth Day!”
“Mob of Black Teens go on Memorial Day Rampage in MILWAUKEE”
“Milwaukee Water Street Brawl”
“Walmart Parking Lot Fight Caught On Tape”
“Hundreds of assault cases misreported by Milwaukee Police Department”
Chapter 9: Iowa, Peoria, Akron
“Beat Whitey Night – Attacks mar Iowa State Fair”
“‘Beat Whitey Night’ At Iowa State Fair”
“Iowa State Fair violence-Not ‘Beat Whitey Night’ and a journalistic FAIL”
“Police, firefighters shot with fireworks at Taft Homes ‘riot’”
“Akron police investigate teen mob attack on family”
“Altamont Park Mob Action Makes National Headlines”
Chapters 10 and 11: Minneapolis
“Minneapolis Mini Riot 9.10.11″

“Mother: Teenage Girl Mob Attacked My Family”
“Flash mob attacks Minneapolis Pedal Pub”
“Mob robbers hit convenience stores in St. Paul”
“Mall Of America Brawl Riot Over Rumors Of Lil Wayne Drake! (Chairs Get
Thrown)”
“Moving melee causes chaos at packed Mall of America”
“Police: 2 Injured In Downtown Mpls ‘Gun Battle’”
“4 shot after argument leads to gunfire in Mpls”
“Victim describes ‘flash mob’ attack in downtown Mpls”
“City of Minneapolis Affirmative Action Plan (AAP) January 1, 2009 – December
31, 2013″
“Rule 5 – Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action”
“Downtown Minnesota”
“North Minneapolis Crime Gangs”
“Street Fights in Downtown Minneapolis”
“Gang Violence Up 200 percent North Side”
“Twin City Hip Hop Awards 2012″
“Downtown Minneapolis Fight”
“UNIVERSITY SPONSORS CAMPAIGN TO UNDERMINE WHITE PRIVILEGE”
“Black-on-white link in Minneapolis violence”
“Colin Flaherty at WCCO in Minneapolis Part 1″
“Colin Flaherty on WCCO in Minneapolis Part 2″
Chapter 12: New York
“Anti-Jewish crime wave”
“Hate Crime, Robbery Against Brooklyn Yeshiva Student In Monsey”
“Orthodox Rabbi Who Was Beaten Testifies About Attack”
“School kids trash 9/11 memorial”
“12 Girls Haul Teenagers Off Subway by Hair, Steal Cell Phone”
“Dunkin’ Donuts ‘rampage’ caught on video… as mob of two dozen young people
cause more than $2,000 in damage”
“I was beaten, taunted for being white, Bronx man says after subway attack”
“Police: 11 Arrested After Fight Breaks Out Inside Long Island Hospital”
“5 Men Arrested, 2 Cops Hurt in Long Beach Riot”
“3 Arrested, More Sought In Gang Beating That Left NJ Man In A Coma”
“Update: Six teens face murder charges in Passaic beating, robbery”
“A Revived Pool Draws Tensions to the Surface”
Chapter 13: Fourth of July
“28 Arrested In Series Of Overnight Mob Attacks”
“Fireworks show lacked safety plan”
“Fights in downtown Greensboro renew talk of curfew”
“Fights disrupt Albany fireworks”
“Police break up fights at Taft hours after riverfront fireworks”
“Black Mob in Peoria shoots fireworks at police, firefighters”
“Locals shooting fireworks at the cops”
“Quincy Man Arrested After Assaulting QPD Officers With Fireworks”
“Gaffney Police Promise Stepped Up Patrols To Prevent July 4th Riot”

“Dallas Thugs Go Nuts & Assault Police, Photojournalist With Fireworks”
“Fireworks Attack: New Audio, Video Released”
“Police, firefighters shot with fireworks at Taft Homes ‘riot’”
Chapter 14: Baltimore
“Baltimore Opens City Curfew Center”
“Mob beats robs & strips a Tourist on St Patrick’s Day, Baltimore”
“St. Patrick’s Day violence exceeded initial reports, police dispatch tapes show”
“Call for crackdown on black-on-white terror”
“Downtown mobs — what police call routine others describe as scary”
“Police detail Inner Harbor disturbance; mess left in Canton”
“Racist Black gangs are targeting White men for hate crimes in Baltimore”
“Teen stabbed at Inner Harbor melee”
“Police: Man, 19, beaten by two groups of students downtown”
“Flash Mob Steals From Baltimore 7-Eleven; Beats Store Manager Who Tries To
Stop Them”

“BREAKING: Students allegedly robbed, sexually assaulted at McKeldin Mall
fountain”
Chapter 15: the Limo Riot in Chicago
“4 arrested in Chicago after men jump out of limo, attack bystanders, police say”
“Accused Limo Mob Was Shooting Music Video”
“Relatives: Racial taunts sparked Lakeview brawl”
“Alleged attackers, victim talk about Lakeview beating”
Chapter 16: This Riot Has a Sound Track
“Downtown Greensboro ‘Flash Mob’ Beating Investigated By Police”
“Dead Prez – Cop Shot”
“Dead Prez – Hell Yeah (Hidden Track)”
“Dead Prez – ell Yeah (Explicit)”
“2 Chainz – Riot (Explicit)”
“City hopes cameras will deter gang activity in South L.A. park”
“GEE SLICK FT. BULLETPROOF612 – ‘ON THE BEE’”
“Dr.Dre – The day the n—– took over”
“MOTHERS OF NO TOMORROW”
“Slowing Down the Death March of Commercialized Hip Hop”
Chapter 17: Rochester
“Mayor, Police Chief Promise Order at Beach”
Chapter 18: Texas
“14 men charged in sex assaults of Texas girl”
“Tragedy of 11-year-old’s rape leaves black mark on Texas town”

“Flash Mob Flash Rob Ends with Group Beating of Dallas Convenience Store
Clerk”
“Flash Mob Robberies Hit Dallas”
“Mob attacked other people before store clerk beating”
Chapter 19: New Jersey
“Flash mob appears at firefighters carnival in Union County, causing fights to
break out”
“Video shows man shooting into Atlantic City Boardwalk crowd”
Chapter 20: Portland, Oregon
“Nordstrom Flash Mob / Case # 12-031295″
“Another flash mob theft – this one turns violent”
“Flash mob scatters when clerk grabs a can of bear spray”
“Teen mob ‘flash robs’ Albertsons store”
“Smart mobs turn violent as flash mobs rob store after store in the United States”
“TriMet beating of 14-year-old girl on MAX last month started with exchange over
a boy, police say”
“Portland Train Mob Attack on White Teen Ruled Not a Hate Crime! Huh?”
“Portland police investigate sexual assault in Laurelhurst Park”
“In hindsight, being in a public park at night is not the safest place”
“Police Respond to Weird Assaults in Laurelhurst Park”
“Brother’s and Sister’s Keepers”
“Holladay Park”
Chapter 21: Cleveland
“Black flash mob in Cleveland Heights; cleveland.com refuses to report race”
“Thick — Jass”
“Look ItsTreMilz”
“Merchants support canceling second Coventry Street Fair”
“The pages of that story, who said”
“John and Colin Flaherty on WDEL, July 4, 2011″
Chapter 22: South Carolina
“All eight black suspects in brutal Five Points beating of white teenage boy in
custody”
“Solicitor: No evidence that Five Points beating was racially motivated”
“South Carolina sheriff urges women to carry guns”
Chapter 23: The St. Louis Knockout Game
“‘Knockout game’ case shocked St. Louis, then fell apart”
“Elex Murphy on his Facebook page”
“Knockout King: Kids call it a game. Cops call it murder”
“Teens Playing ‘Knock-Out Game’ Beat Gay Man Bloody in St. Louis (Video)”
“St. Louis man recovering after unprovoked attack in Tower Grove”
“St. Louis Knockout King Game: More Victims and the Cover-up By City Hall and
Police”
“Parking Garage Attack – Downtown Columbia, MO – June 6, 2009″
“‘Pick ‘Em Out and Knock ‘Em Out’: Three Teens Arrested in Savage Murder of
Senior”
“Meet McGraw: Delmar Loop Teens”

“Police zero in on three groups in ‘knockout game’ investigation”
Chapter 24: Seattle
“Census calls Seattle one of the least diverse big cities in the country”
“5 blacks charged in attack on man & pregnant teen aboard bus”
“Iraq war vet stands up to bullies on Lacey bus”
“Living the Thug Life: The Gangsta Rap of Suspected Murderer Ondrell Harding”
“DOE GANG ENTERTAINMENT PRESENTS: D.O.E.Z.”
“DOE BOY(TWIN G ARTIST) – I Will Kill a Man”
“3 Seattle Bus Tunnel Guards Watch Brutal Beating”
“Seattle Denny Fights Back TBTV”
“White Teen Beaten, Tortured By Blacks – Hate Crime”
“Mardi Gras Riot in Seattle”
“Seattle Mardi Gras Riots”
“Race riot?”
“Rainier Valley activists holding community meeting in after math of robberies,
Danny Vega murder”
Chapter 25: Public Transit
“Horde of teens attack, rob MARTA passengers”
“Atlanta Airport Information”
“In St. Louis, roving ‘wilding’ gangs of up to 100 blacks attacking people at train
stations”
“Ferguson man charged in Loop scuffle also is suspect in murder case”
“Flash mob on Venice boardwalk ends in shooting”
“I was beaten, taunted for being white, Bronx man says after subway attack”
“Gang War Erupts In Gun Fire- 6 shot @ Venice beach”
“FOX 25 BOSTON (GANG VIOLENCE, REVERE BEACH)”
“Teen mob kick and punches man at metro station”
“Concerns about Silver Spring spur consideration of curfew”
“Boy mugged by group of teens near Ogilvie Transportation Center”
“African American Teen Mobs Attack Chicago Transit Authority Buses”
“Bails set for teens charged with hate crime in harassment at train station”
“Flash mob attacks post-firework crowd on El”
“3 Seattle Bus Tunnel Guards Watch Brutal Beating”
“New Details About Mayfair Melee”
Chapter 26: Atlanta
Play to 1:57: “Black judge clears all whites from courtroom”
The process of gathering and analysing statistics on an incarcerated AfricanAmerican males has been taken by several studies on a specific age group,
geographical location, causes of incarceration or simply the upbringing of a child
over a course of years. Approximately 12%-13% of the American population is
African-American, but they make up 40.1% of the almost 2.1 million male inmates
in jail or prison (U.S. Department of Justice, 2009).[1] Census data for 2000 of the
number and race of all individuals incarcerated in the United States revealed a
wide racial disproportion of the incarcerated population in each state: the
proportion of blacks in prison populations exceeded the proportion among state

residents in twenty states; the percent of blacks incarcerated was five times
greater than the resident population.
 A black male born in 1991 has a 29% chance of spending time in prison at
some point in his life.2
 Nearly one in three African American males aged 20–29 are under some
form of criminal justice supervision whether imprisoned, jailed, on parole
or probation.
 One out of nine African American men will be incarcerated between the
ages of 20 and 34.
 Black males ages 30 to 34 have the highest incarceration rate of any
race/ethnicity.
“Men Charged with Zach Gamble’s Murder to be Indicted by Grand Jury”
“Hearing delves into night of Iraq vet’s death”
“Atlanta Street Gang Members Videotaped Brutal Hate Crime Attack On ‘F—–’”
“Cash”
“Rifle”
“Hangout spot”
“Gang members”
“Mottos”
“Screen on the Green aftermath: Only one incident reported to police”
“Atlanta police: No report of ‘hate crime’ at Screen on the Green” The popular
Screen on the Green series at Piedmont Park ended abruptly last after several
fights broke out and there were unconfirmed reports of gunfire.
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution quotes a Newnan man as saying he and his
friend were victims of a “hate crime” during the melee.
http://www.ajc.com/news/atlanta/screen-on-the...
One Comment read: This is what happens when you let the thug element take
over. Get ready to see more of this. But since these youths get a cultural pass, it's
probably better to simply cancel all the family events in Atlanta and let the thugs
have the park. The cops know the courts won't do anything about them, so they
don't waste time trying to control them. Why arrest these criminals when you
KNOW the courts are just going to turn them loose again?
“Chaos at Thursday’s Screen on the Green not unprecedented”
“3 Teens Shot as Crowds Leave Screen on the Green”
“Take back Screen on the Green/ Boycott until it’s Safe for everyone!”
“Crazy girl fights on subway train in Atlanta”
“Hood fight on Atlanta train part 1″
“Marta Fight”
“Bloody fight on Marta”
“Marta. Teens get locked up after fight”
“Fight on MARTA”
“Fight on MARTA train in Atlanta”
“DOWNTOWN ATLANTA FIGHTS”
“Girl Fight At Underground Atlanta Kenny’s Alley”
“FEMALES FIGHT FOR BEING TRIED”

“Atlanta Assault Investigation”
“Georgia Tech student robbed at gunpoint in campus dorm room”
“EAST ATLANTA FIGHT 1″
“Flash robbery in Atlanta, a dozen men ransack a store”
“Smash-and-grab suspects denied bond”
“Chris Tucker’s Brother Shoots Home Invader”
Chapter 27: Flash Robs
“Multiple Offender Crimes”
“MOB ROBBERY CAUGHT ON TAPE!”
“Flash Mob of Teens Rob Clothing Store in Broad Daylight!”
“Video Shows Teens Violently Looting Redford Gas Station”
“Surveillance Video of African American Teen Flash Mob Robbing Upper Darby
Sears”
“‘Flash robs’ invade Canada”
“Good Morning America : Flash Rob Video: Mass Theft Becomes Latest Teen
Trend on Web”
“Flash Mob Robs 7-11″
“African American Teen Mob Swarms Convenience Store in Las Vegas”
“Group of Women Hit Northeast DC Convenience Store in Flash Mob Robbery”
“Center City Store Brawl Caught On Tape”
“Wisc beating victim: ‘They just said ‘Oh, white girl bleeds a lot” plus Riverview
Gas Station Mob Raid”
Chapter 28: Gay Violence
“Minority Flash Mob Attacks Man in Chicago’s Boystown – Beat & Stab Him –
Media Silent (Video)”
“Lakeview stabbing caught on video”
“Teens Charged in Mob Attacks”
“Black / GBLT tensions rise amongst violence in Lakeview (Boystown)”
“Rally To Urge City Leaders To End Urban Beach Weekend”
“2nd suspect arrested in Asheville ‘gay’-bashing case”
“Ed Reggi: So What’s a ‘Gay’-Rights Activist Doing In the Debate Over Teens in
the Loop?”
“Atlanta police: No report of ‘hate crime’ at Screen on the Green”
“Atlanta Street Gang Members Videotaped Brutal Hate Crime Attack On ‘F—–’”
“‘Gays’ caught in crossfire of ‘Screen’ melee”
“Teens beat up Williamsburg man in ‘gay’ hate crime”
“Police: Men Shouted Racial, Homophobic Slurs In MBTA Assault”
“Hate crime charge in Northwest Washington stabbing, D.C. police said”
Chapter 29: Woman
“Monica Yant Kinney: Why attacks aren’t ethnic intimidation”
Chapter 30: Adults Behaving Badly
“Incident leads to hate crime charges”
“Skidmore shuffles administrators”
“Skidmore professors call treatment of students unfair”
Chapter 31: The Second Amendment

“Marine Home From Iraq War, Wife Allegedly Assaulted Outside Florida Theater
by Teen Mob”
“‘Ramjet’ Roger MacBride says he used rifle to chase off teen mob raising hell in
Northeast neighborhood”
“Chris Tucker’s Brother Shoots Home Invader”
“Home invaders in Chester swept away with a broom”
Chapter 32: Sports
“School attorney: Football coach sent threatening texts before fight”
“Coaches and players violently attack youth football referee”
“Black Violence Spilling Over Into HS Basketball”
“‘Mob’ attacked other people before store clerk beating”
“CRAZY FOOTBALL FIGHT (American High School)”
Chapter 33: Riverhead
“Police Break Up Huge Brawl in Riverhead”
“Massive Brawl Breaks Out At 230 Elm; One Arrested”
“Police Department: A message from Chief David J. Hegermiller”
“Records: Riverhead man pointed gun at women, yelled ‘Y’all don’t want it’”
“Riverhead cops: 750 unruly youths dispersed”
“Riverhead Police Break Up Huge Brawl”
“Two women hospitalized for stab wounds after July 4th brawl in Riverhead”
“Cops: 750 ‘unruly youths’ in large disturbance; five other departments called for
help”
“House-crasher sentenced after enjoying Diddy’s food, cigars and toothbrush”
Chapter 34:Twitter
No links
Chapter 35: Trayvon
“Black mob defends purse snatcher, shouts ‘Trayvon’ and beats Good
Samaritan”
“Witness Changes Her Story About Matthew Owens Beating”
“Here We Go… Black Rapper Calls For Race Riots Over Trayvon Martin Killing”
“Black teenager, 18, admits beating and robbing white man as ‘revenge’ for
Trayvon Martin death”
“Ga. high school students tweet Trayvon riot; threats of violence grow over
Twitter; Sharpton heads to Sanford”
“Man, 78, recounts assault by 6 youths in E. Toledo”
“Toledo police: Man’s account of assault may be exaggerated”
Chapter 36 and 37: Other attacks from around the country
“What’s going on at the Country Club Plaza?”
“Three shot on Country Club Plaza, Mayor James 50 yards away”
“Police Say Fight In Rehoboth Beach Was Gang Related”
“32 gangbangers arrested in hate crime roundup for targeting Whites and
Latinos”
“Motive Unclear In Attack By Group Of Teens On 16th Street Mall”
“Police Seek Robbers In Baseball Bat Beatings”
“Denver police grieve shooting death of officer at park jazz concert”

“‘Borderline riot’ at Alabama Adventure theme park sends police in, park guests
out”
“Police Shut Down Wave Country Due To Unruly Crowd”
“Fights in downtown Greensboro renew talk of curfew”
“Downtown Greensboro ‘Flash Mob’ Beating Investigated By Police”
“Police: No ‘flash mob attacks’ in Greensboro”
“Reporters Attacked By Mob Of Blacks At IHOP”
“$5,000 reward offered for arrest, conviction of park killer”
“Vallejo city worker brutally attacked by mob”
Family thinks teenager did not attack Vallejo worker
Media censored seven hate crime mob attacks in Grand Rapids
http://www.wnd.com/2012/09/black-mob-violence-and-the-media-silence/print/
“Salon web site goes after White Girl Bleed a Lot: – Says racial violence does not
exist. Nice.”

The first and only book to document the recent epidemic of black mob violence:
More than 500 examples in more than 75 cities, all since 2010.
WND.com: “Colin Flaherty has done more reporting than any other journalist on
what appears to be a nationwide trend of skyrocketing black-on-white crime,
violence and abuse.”
Front Page magazine: ““White Girl Bleed a Lot” is an important entry into the
debate over whether black racial violence exists and whether it should be
reported on. While the debate continues, the book breaks through the barriers of
censorship and transcends the anecdotal for a raw snapshot of cities under siege
and a nation in denial.”
http://whitegirlbleedalot.com/
Play and Narrate this video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbuGEYg7CC8&list=UUkffs7dlQWuM3HKUM4L
eMVA
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Justice Department Statistics About Black On White Race Violence--'The Race
War Of Black Against White' by Paul Sheehan The Sydney Morning Herald,
Australia, 20 May 1995
The longest war America has ever fought is the Dirty War, and it is not over. It has
lasted 30 years so far and claimed more than 25 million victims. It has cost almost as
many lives as the Vietnam War. It determined the result of last year's congressional
election.
Yet the American news media do not want to talk about the Dirty War, which remains
between the lines and unreported. In fact, to even suggest that the war exists is to be
discredited. So let's start suggesting, immediately.
No matter how crime figures are massaged by those who want to acknowledge or
dispute the existence of a Dirty War, there is nothing ambiguous about what the official
statistics portray: for the past 30 years a large segment of black America has waged a
war of violent retribution against white America.
And the problem is getting worse, not better. In the past 20 years, violent crime has
increased more than four times faster than the population. Young blacks (under 18) are
more violent than previous generations and are 12 times more likely to be arrested for
murder than young whites.
Nearly all the following figures, which speak for themselves, have not been reported in
America:
• According to the latest US Department of Justice survey of crime victims, more than
6.6 million violent crimes (murder, rape, assault and robbery) are committed in the US
each year, of which about 20 per cent, or 1.3 million, are inter-racial crimes.
• Most victims of race crime—about 90 per cent—are white, according to the survey
"Highlights from 20 Years of Surveying Crime Victims", published in 1993.
• Almost 1 million white Americans were murdered, robbed, assaulted or raped by black
Americans in 1992, compared with about 132,000 blacks who were murdered, robbed,
assaulted or raped by whites, according to the same survey.
• Blacks thus committed 7.5 times more violent inter-racial crimes than whites even
though the black population is only one-seventh the size of the white population. When
these figures are adjusted on a per capita basis, they reveal an extraordinary disparity:
blacks are committing more than 50 times the number of violent racial crimes of whites.
• According to the latest annual report on murder by the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
most inter-racial murders involve black assailants and white victims, with blacks
murdering whites at 18 times the rate that whites murder blacks.

These breathtaking disparities began to emerge in the mid-1960's, when there was a
sharp increase in black crime against whites, an upsurge which, not coincidentally,
corresponds exactly with the beginning of the modern civil rights movement.
Over time, the cumulative effect has been staggering. Justice Department and FBI
statistics indicate that between 1964 and 1994 more than 25 million violent inter-racial
crimes were committed, overwhelmingly involving black offenders and white victims,
and more than 45,000 people were killed in inter-racial murders. By comparisons
58,000 Americans died in Vietnam, and 34,000 were killed in the Korean war.
When non-violent crimes (burglary, larceny, car theft and personal theft) are included,
the cumulative totals become prodigious. The Bureau of Justice Statistics says 27
million non-violent crimes were committed in the US in 1992, and the survey found that
31 per cent of the robberies involved black offenders and white victims (while only 2 per
cent in the reverse).
When all the crime figures are calculated, it appears that black Americans have
committed at least 170 million crimes against white Americans in the past 30 years. It is
the great defining disaster of American life and American ideals since World War II.
All these are facts, yet by simply writing this story, by assembling the facts in this way, I
would be deemed a racist by the American news media. It prefers to maintain a
paternalistic double-standard in its coverage of black America, a lower standard.
http://www.ourcivilisation.com/usa/racewar.htm
This is a reality: Twitter Flooded With New Wave of Riot Threats

Interracial Rape Statistics
When whites commit violence -- rape, murder, assault -- how often do
they choose black victims? Shouldn't a nation of bigots target blacks most
of the time? At least half of the time? Of course, it does not. When whites
commit violence, they to it to blacks 2.4 percent of the time. Blacks, on
the other hand, choose white victims more than half the time. [317]
In those cases in which the race of the killer is known, blacks kill twice as
many whites as whites kill blacks. Black-on-white robberies and gang
assaults are twenty-one times more common than white on black. In the
case of gang robbery, blacks victimize whites fifty-two times more often
than whites do blacks. [318]
The contrasts are even more stark in the case of interracial rape. Studies
from the late 1950s showed that the vast majority of rapes were samerace offenses. Research in Philadelphia carried out in 1958 and 1960
indicated that of all rapes, only 3.2 percent were black-on-white assaults
and 3.6 percent were white-on-black. Since that time, the proportion of
black-on-white rapes has soared. In a 1974 study in Denver, 40 percent
of all rapes were of whites by blacks, and not one case of white-on-black
rape was found. In general, through the 1970s, black-on-white rape was
at least ten times more common that white-on-black rape. [319]
Because interracial rape is now overwhelmingly black on white, it has
become difficult to do research on it or to find relevant statistics. The FBI

keeps very detailed national records on crime, but the way it presents
rape data obscures the racial element rather than clarifies it. Dr. William
Wilbanks, a criminologist at Florida International University, had to sift
carefully through the data to find that in 1988 there were 9,406 cases of
black-on-white rape and fewer than ten cases of white-on-black rape.
[320] Another researcher concludes that in 1989, blacks were three or
four times more likely to commit rape than whites, and that black men
raped white women thirty times as often as white men raped black
women. [321]
Interracial crime figures are even worse than they sound. Since there are
more than six times as many whites as blacks in America, it means that
any given black person is vastly more likely to commit a crime against a
white than vice versa.
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Racial violence: One weekend
Colin Flaherty Oct. 16, 2013
Newspapers may be loathe to report the black mob violence that struck New Haven,
Hoboken, Minneapolis and other cities over the weekend. But those involved don’t hide
it. They celebrate it.
At least they did in New Haven, home of Yale University.
The occasion was a Sunday night “All Black Affair” at a downtown restaurant — just one
of many parties that went by this name at that location. Most are targeted to New Haven
black professionals. This one was for black teenagers.
It was not about a dress code.

By 9 p.m. the manager of the Kudeta (pronounced coup d’etat) knew she had more
trouble than she could handle: The promoters advertised the party and charged
admission. That was not supposed to happen.
Neither were the large fights that started inside and “spilled out into the streets”
involving as many as 500 people in what a local TV station called a “massive brawl.”
News8 picks up the story:
Police say at some point, kids in ski masks arrived on bikes and an all out brawl broke
out,” said reporter Kent Pierce. “Every available officer in the city was sent in to try and
stop the fight. Even the chief of police was there.”
Eventually the fighting stopped. The crowd scattered to two other nearby teen night
clubs. Police were called to stop fights there as well.
Eyewitness News in New Haven called the party a “near riot” and a “near catastrophic
event.”
The New Haven Register dutifully reported “There were no reported assaults or injuries
at the scene.” And that “a police investigation is looking into the possibility that laws
were broken.”
For others in the downtown, lawbreaking and chaos were not a “possibility,” but a
dangerous reality.
The local NBC affiliate reported “neighboring restaurants and businesses told police
they feared for the safety of their customers and were locking their doors to keep out
members of the crowd.”
No arrests were made because police were concentrating on crowd control, officials
said.
Several party goers blamed police for causing the violence. Others at the Register web
site wondered about the racial nature of the festivities: “One can only imagine the
outrage expressed in this newspaper had there been a party held downtown on Sunday
night for 500 people with flyers handed out calling the event “The All White Affair Party”
Miggity Mike promoted the All Black Affair. What local news called a riot, he called just
having a good time. On his Instagram pages, he posted several pictures of the violence:
“My Party Made the News,” be bragged. “If that doesn’t explain how big it was idk (I
don’t know) what else could.”
He also encouraged party-goers to pick themselves out of videos of the news coverage
because his party: “Keeps Showing Up on the News — Who Sees them self up here?”
The question received 100 likes in reply. “bro u the sickest,” said one of his admirers.
None of the New Haven media reported how the All Black Affair was not about clothing.
How it was promoted by black people for black people. How this was just latest in a
series of black mob violent episodes there.
In August, a downtown motorcycle mechanic was almost killed when a mob of black
people pushed him off a motorcycle, then stole it.
“Our problem is that people have been reporting that this is a race-related issue, nothing
in our investigation supports that whatsoever,” said David Hartman of the New Haven
police department.
Editors are fond of saying that because no one carried a sign, or uttered racial slurs, or
issued a press release, that means there is no evidence the violence is race-related.

But a lot of people in New Haven are starting to wonder why there have been so many
recent episodes of black mob violence. And why the newspapers are loathe to cover it
in any way – other than to deny it is happening.
Many examples of this kind of black mob violence are documented in White Girl Bleed a
Lot: The return of racial violence and how the media ignore it.
One week after the attack on the mechanic, a black mob beat a white jogger. They
broke his arm, but did not steal anything from him. That came one month after a similar
attack on a female security guard near the same place.
In June, four black men attacked a man with hammer, inflicting serious brain injuries on
him.
In January, a white man had to be put into a witness protection program after he was
the target of repeated black mob violence.
In October, two doctors in a Yale residency program were attacked by a black mob of
“20 teens.” One of the doctors had his ear sliced off. A few minutes later, they found
another doctor and beat him too.
In December, the local paper reported that two more Yale students were the victims of
mob violence; though the paper never identified the assailants by race, witnesses and
readers did — then wondered why the paper did not.
The Register also reports that illegal aliens several times have been the victims of this
mob violence. But the fact that blacks are beating Hispanics often goes unreported
because the illegal aliens fear contact with police.
At least one resident noticed: The reporter “has jumped through a lot of hoops to write
this story,” said Steve Scott, at the Register web site. “How many black teens targeted
the two white Yale students? He doesn’t tell us, but he reminds us that illegal
immigrants have it so much worse…and…it was warmer than usual…and beware of the
chopper-style bike…and robbery was not a motive. Whoa, covering your pc tracks while
trying to write a story that was directly related to race is hard.”
New Haven was the largest occasion of racial violence over the weekend, but lots of
others created varying degrees of havoc across the country.
A few hours before the All Black Affair, 82 miles down the turnpike, New York and New
Jersey media responded to a similar story in a similar way: Report the crime. Ignore the
racial violence.
A group of at least six black people “rampaged” through a PATH commuter train early
Sunday morning. Four people were hospitalized after they were assaulted and robbed
on the train near Hoboken.
Racial violence in that Northern New Jersey town barely breaks the news any more.
And when it does, editors and reporters are careful never to point out the perpetrators
are black.
At least one reader noticed: “black against white violent crime is the true silent
epidemic.”
For frequent and regular and vicious racial violence, backed up with relentless media
denial, few cities can match Minneapolis. Over the weekend, a mob of black people at
the University of Minnesota assaulted and robbed at least four people in four separate
attacks.
Or as the local paper calls them: “A roving pack of robbers.”

Police told the Star-Tribune “that at least one victim was inebriated at the time, and
“historically, that is a factor” in people making themselves vulnerable to attack. “But
weather is probably the biggest factor,” said campus police Deputy Chief Chuck Miner.
Race of the victims? Racial anger and resentment from the predators? That had nothing
to do with anything. Everyone in Minneapolis knows that, so reporters did not even ask
— about these assaults, or “six other similar crimes in the last two months.”
Chief Miner may think that drunken students enjoying nice weather is to blame, but
federal law requires college police to list all the details of the crime. Including race. For
that we turn to an obscure police report at the University of Minnesota web site to tell us
what the local media would not:
“In each case, two or more victims were assaulted and robbed by a group of five or six
black males. No weapons were used in the robberies, but in all four cases victims
sustained minor injuries after being punched or kicked by the suspects.”
In the first few months of last year, downtown Minneapolis was the site of more than a
dozen cases of black mob violence. Some leaving the victim with permanent brain
damage. Some not even reported. Or investigated.
The Star-Tribune’s crime reporter was having a hard time piecing it all together: The
recent increase in what he called “flash mob” violence and mayhem is “random” and “no
other real pattern emerges” and the “motivation for the attack remains unclear.”
Police and reporters may have a hard time figuring it out. But more and more people in
Minneapolis are realizing their downtown is caught up in a wave of racial violence,
featuring groups of black people — big and small, men and women, young and not so
young – marauding through the downtown; beating, hurting, destroying and stealing.
Sometimes right in front of police.
A lot of it on YouTube. With lots of witnesses 15 to 20 times in 2011.
With several recent attacks in September of this year as well.
In Minneapolis, a headline from the Star Tribune tells part of the story, but conceals the
rest: “Flash mob actions worry Minnesota police.” McKinney fills in some of the details
about one of the incidents from March 2012:
“We were just biking, the three of us, having some laughs and enjoying the night,” said
the cyclist, who didn’t want his name used out of fear for his safety. It was 7:45 p.m. and
the street was crowded with people enjoying the unusually warm evening, he said.
“Suddenly “some kid” ran up to the man’s friend and punched him in the face, breaking
his jaw. Another eight to 10 youths surrounded the cyclists, yelling and trying to provoke
a fight.
“Two police officers had been watching seven youths at a bus stop when they saw them
“suddenly surge” toward the cyclists.
“As the officers gave chase, the group fled with one victim’s bike. They ran through the
seating area at Oceanaire’s patio, picking objects off the tables to throw at one of the
bicyclists running after them.
Eventually four people were arrested, all black.
The bikers got off easy compared to the St. Patrick’s Day mauling 20 black people
inflicted on a Minneapolis graphic artist named Pieter. He suffered serious brain injuries
and now has no short-term memory. A local bank has turned videos of the crime over
to the police. He is afraid to use his last name

An hour before he was beat and kicked into the Intensive Care Unit, 20 black people
assaulted an out-of-town couple at the exact same intersection. The Star Tribune may
be squeamish about reporting the race of the criminals, but City Pages is not:
“Melissa screamed as three separate youths came at Kirk, throwing punches. Kirk says
he was able to dodge the blows. He remembers one of the assailants smiling while he
threw punches, “like it was fun.” As people on the street started to take notice of the
attack, the mob dispersed, leaving Kirk one-on-one with a man he says was over 6 feet
tall.
“I dodged several of his punches before he ran off,” Kirk said, adding that he himself
didn’t punch anyone. “I believe that if it wasn’t for my wife’s screaming I would have
been seriously injured.” Thankfully, he ended up with nothing more than a swollen neck.
Melissa, a 33-year-old school teacher, was pushed, and one of the assailants burned
her hand with a cigarette, she says.
“After the mob dispersed, Kirk and Melissa made their way back to the Marquette.
There, they talked to a police officer about the incident.
“Wrote Melissa in an email: The “cop wasn’t that interested in taking a report, since we
didn’t have descriptions — just African-American…[I] wonder how many people have
been attacked, since our story isn’t even part of the stats.”
Minneapolis has lots more.
In Grand Rapids over the weekend, black mob violence outside of a downtown night
club left one dead. The violence is just the latest in a series of fatal episodes there.
In Fayetteville over the weekend, three black people tried to rob a Chinese restaurant. A
restaurant employee shot one of the robbers in the head, fatally. But one restaurant
worker remains hospitalized in critical condition after a robber shot him.
In Bellefontaine over the weekend, 50 miles northwest of Columbus, police found 50
black people fighting outside of a bar. They arrested one person, who, said the
Examiner, “later apologized to the officer.”
In Indianapolis over the weekend, police put the public on alert after an armed black
mob robbed two people. The mob threatened to do the same at a downtown event
sponsored by the Indiana Black Expo — an event that even the local paper has to admit
has become “inescapably tied” to epic levels of violence.
In the Detroit suburb of Hamtrack over the weekend, two black people beat a 59-year
old white person known as the “cat man” for taking care of stray animals. “”He’s a
wonderful kid, he’s very respectable to the elderly people in the community, and I think
he was just brought into something, not being in my care,” said Mark Real, one of the
perpetrator’s father to the NBC affiliate.
The man is in critical condition and family wonders if he will survive. The alleged
attackers were 13 and 14-years old.
Neither of these attacks was listed in the reports police issue to media and
neighborhood groups.
Macquarrie himself has chosen not to speak with the media; he doesn’t want to enflame
controversy, said the Register.
Read more at http://www.wnd.com/2013/08/black-mobs-erupt-in-ivy-leagueregion/#jPYTsaGpP1IGvJWq.99

